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mud houses in Kumasi
Basic Evolutionary &
must be reinforced with
turf. This reinforcing
Pineal Rest – Part 2
would cause the house to
be sturdier and resistant to
By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El
unfavorable weather
"wind-resistant
conditions."
The Solid Universe
house"

MFRAM
ADAN

______________________
______________________

Theory is a condition
set forth by the
attraction of a Plant
Kingdom set within
those terrestrial
boundaries superior to
a circumstance of life
engineered by a set and
uniform reliance on a

Adinkra
symbol
meaning:

gas which must be
eventually evenly
distributed, or else,
followed by this

fortitude and readiness to
face life's vicissitudes

stipulation, chaos must

"This symbol suggests a
reinforced or well-built
home -- one built to
withstand windy and
treacherous conditions. It
reflects in Asante history a
clause in the unwritten
constitutution of the
Golden Stool. Oral
acocunts say that
according to that clause,

is assumed. Such an act
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will develop. Hoarding

It All
Begins
with a
Kiss

conditions, by account,
at one level – a venture
– that Carbon – a
necessary and
complimentary
condition of terrestrial
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growth and

and Concentrated end

visible than light

development – this

product.

because of biological

factor must reliably
consent to
accountability within a
usable and allotted
unstable network of
allowances that are
typified by a direct(ed)
advantage. A Plant
Kingdom Family will
deduce that if all forms
of Carbon are not made
available to it on
function and probing, it
(they) must
instinctively, natively,
admit that such as they
are being stalked and,
therefore, must will
protect their invention
with a no compromise
solution – Migration
and Concentration by
numbers for that of an
(overtly) (over)Active
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A Plant Kingdom
Family will also

appropriateness – a
targeted tolerance of
the senses on Animalia

characterize,
furthermore, that a(n)
(exo)skeleton must be
made stable both for
the advantage of a
rooted maintenance as

– a proposed
permanently secondary
alliance to a g(r)assy
(vegetative)
(KI)ngdom.

well as for a mobile
maintenance. Carbon –
a familiar organic wall

For Example:

– helps to achieve and

Trust = Expectation,

actuate a mobile

Preparedness, and

function in acceptance

Knowledge

of a linear (light
driven) purpose to life,
though this method is a
selected hidden
priority of volunteered
equality made
tolerable, but less-

The Way of the
Dragon (1972) [Return
of the Dragon] –
Written, Produced
(Raymond Chow) and
Directed by Bruce Lee.

favored within this

A Chinese Boxer visits

ingenuity by vapors

Rome to help his

(gases) which are

philosophy grow by

determinatively less

working at a
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restaurant. He notes

state of living that

enforcement and

that the lack of power

includes those barriers

encroachment

by the restaurant

to a rooted kingdom

perimeters, established

owner and the staff is

that are traditionally

for proposed defensive

related to eating too

commonplace features

and preventive

much of the wrong type

and fixtures of a

expertise, also achieve

of rice and drinking the

threatened, but aware

a dynamic interface for

wrong type of tea even

kingdom – Animalia –

the result of a rooted

if the restaurant food

such as dams and walls,

kingdom and its hopes

is, overall, not bad. He

fences, and so forth.

of estimating, by

realizes, however, at

Without exclusion,

establishment, a

last, that learning and

those partitions should

biological chemical

unlearning a religion is

also include those

factory that, self-

as much a waste of

historical devices of

supporting, once it is

time as attempting to

Homo Sapient

discovered, reinvents

always go back to

engineering – The

commerce to that

China where the rice is

Great Wall Of China;

corner because of a

much better and the

The Berlin Wall; The

now known

tea is so good.

Wall of Jericho, as well

discriminating security

as other barriers of this

domicile that includes

type such as along the

(heightened, activated,

As a diversion, perhaps,

border crossing

etc.,) concentrations of

a test on this

between what is

chemistryed elixirs,

hypothesis, should

today’s Mexico and The

changeable,

begin with a sampling

United States. This

manageable, and

of a substituted

technology – a

tolerable to the

unwanted or decayed

customary of stock

Animalia at a
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governable restriction

punctuality and

must it be equipped

(pace) and investment

regularity which allows

with a parallel solution

cost of zero to the

a typical example of

to constitutional

subsidy of Light and

this technology – a

stability that is devoid

Water and Earth

noted similar or

of guesswork, though

estimated at a shared

distracting rooted

the preference of or to

one-to-one-to-one

arrangement of a novel,

a noted despondency

(1:1:1) value.

invented purpose – for

on that alignment

display to a known

(responsibility)

watching engineer – A

conquers yet another

Homo Sapient manager

genetic reserve –

– that submits a

spelled doubt –

differential or vector of

authorized by planning

logic to that

(temptation). Such a

assemblage (on

wall, as mentioned, too,

Animalia) given (t)his

must be a negotiable

tendency to induce

instrument or else that

(programme) Fire (a

planning – a limit –

territory) – an

shall fail if it does not

understandable no-no

contrive within that,

to a rooted Vegetative

those mistakes, a

Alliance which can do

variable goal that taxes

without basic love and

agriculture along a

rocket-ships . . .

pathway to its relative

hypothetically. A

relationship to

programme of

prosperity (disease).

territoriality, however,

Such a demand on the

Such a perpetually
youthful device (a
clerical, agricultured,
nervous medicine or
compound), by those
manipulations, implies
that such a Geological
Period exists as a
unequaled construct to
a uniform theory of gas
displacement that can
be tolerated or inferred
as a Solid Universe
Equation that
standardly credits a
value of zero from
point-to-point
anywhere within this
matched device of
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psyche compels

is to say that a

that test an evolved

construction; but what

Kingdom on Animalia

theory on Relativity –

is more, this

majors in its own

Solid State (resistor)

construction must

welfare though,

technology. A

assume a holistic

developmentally, it is

technology that

purpose in reducing a

challenged (chastised)

inescapably allocates

threat so to enforce a

in this effort by a

microwaves – a know-

rule.

rooted Plant Kingdom

how that out-competes

that legislates an

his own territory

afflicted personality –

because of the heat

Gullibility or

involved that risks a

Weakness(es) – A Fish

dislodged nature and

Tale philosophy. The

the Forest that has,

Homo Sapient,

prior to the

consumed and

development of a

activated by vector

machine-based

analysis, takes away

mechanism to

from this plan by

microwaves,

participating in this

anticipated a Geologic

scheme upon the

change – An Ice Age – a

Periodic Table, a

geologic episode that is

proposal to re-establish

aligned with a Solar life

a forest by erecting a

principle that does not

wall, despite the will of

conflict with

his neighbors, so to

microwave

afford security for his

communication.

The jungle – or a
heavily wooded area –
must cooperate with
not a volunteered
truce, but a price on a
privilege that increases
the effect of Primal
Selectivity – First Order
Creation – where a
mutual champion (such
as a Gas and
Combustion Theory)
promotes
independence on the
management of Carbon
for a selfish tendency
first and a shared coequal equivalent
balance secondly. This
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efforts (war-strategy)
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Expansion of the Forest

fraternally exclaim(s) a

innovation standards

from the Wall(s)

Homo Sapient

for each climax

erected by Animalia

perpetrator.

community. Such is to

are, not exaggeratedly,
a must have invitation
to sponsor a
repetitious proposition
that expects a culprit to
be named as a result of
certain irresponsibility
attributed to an often
third party such as an
absent landlord. Still,
however, in these
cases, the ever

Bugs, beetles, rodents,
and the like, by their
increase, absence,
malice, etc., share in a
physical sense those
antenna and whiskers –
often of an electromagnetic mechanical
notoriety, so to
dominate complacency
toward the opposite.

say that a model rocket
is not out of the range
of (wooden) wonders
for such a private
municipality, provided
it accepts that meager
responsibility to
remain so arranged for
inclusion in a metal
industry devoid of
mechanical radio
interference. Infrared

scourging Alliance of

It seems hardly worth

guidance systems,

Plants – to the dismay

the effort to describe

however, must connect,

of a quarrelsome (out-

how and why and when

therefore, to a Solid

of-sync) Animal

this transition occurs;

State capacity and

Kingdom – have

but it is, nevertheless,

readiness formula that

already noted which

evident that on a global

can explain how

side of the fence has

scale – mass

convection energy

been selected for

extinctions happen.

(Gaseous State)

reforestation despite a

Classical gaseous

connects to conduction

declaratively opposing

theory clearly

energy (Solid State).

infighting among the

demonstrates supports

Solid State advances

particulars that (must)

for basic technological

require new
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management and

Technology despite

That technology –

landownership. A

its/their dignified

tremendous though it

Ritualistic Plant

gearing. Limbs and

may be – cannot work

Kingdom will not

branches discarded by

for the purpose of

accept an arrangement

weather phenomena

propulsion. Walking

that overrides a rooted

escape this denotation,

and Bicycling are more

probability factor

by historical record

efficient in the long run

which drives that

and account, and can

and provides a cost

technology into

be gathered, more-or-

structure not out of line

unconsciousness.

less, without fault

with Gaseous and/or

excepting where that

Solid State Theory and

method rouses the

ability – those without

forest lice (spiders and

implementation or

snakes).

force that sever reality

For Example:
The Satan-God has

for the sake of

attempted this formula
and has been
eliminated eventually
in Real Time and by
degrees so that ‘He may
be witnessed making
that mistake despite
‘His machines that are
versed in Time Travel
thinking, i.e. chain saws
and the like – by
content and context: A
supple Solid State
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consciousness
Atomic power (A

(Politics). Atomic

Satan-God technology)

theory correctly

attracts an

realizes that

inconvenient duplicity

conventional

of conveniences for

theoretical

neglect of a known

instantaneous (faster

functional gaseous

than light) point-to-

notation that depends

point travel across the

on fence straddling

universe depends on

(solar-electric) for

the placement of a

successful integration.

Black Hole theory. This
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is an invention fraught

managed by the

patience). In this case,

with terrible difficulties

public’s anticipation of

the diversion here

– Ground Control loss –

morality (social

states that the

and therefore,

stimulation) which

Demon(s) which does

electronic equipment

satisfy those identified

not want to be caught

failure. Connecting

complex standards of

is now on alert because

Solid State theory to

trust that, without

he knows that the

instantaneous point-to-

known formula,

people are watching

point travel across the

negotiate

more closely. A

universe admits to a

dissatisfaction or

community, as a whole,

Ground Control

complement stability

cannot afford to hire

solution. Uncivilized

for the purposes of

lenient selfishness and

behavior is the barrier

administering culture

affix therein a

to this technology.

and not (deliberate)

government basis that

Religion, however,

premature transience

is tolerable of a

often admits to the use

(frustration). A miracle

religious ideal which is

of Magic.

of disappointments

not negotiable to

(Socialism unrelated to

intelligent wit – which

Communism) follows

is to say – a demon can

in the wake of an effort

sometimes be assumed

afforded by community

though it makes an ass

to structure (guard) a

(liar) of the rule.

base of support

Theoretically, because

(instinct) that relies on

a person sometimes –

a central idea unrelated

“Just Knows” –

to natural cognition

unaccountable religion

and empathy (alien

(poverty) does hide

The Church and its
aggregate wisdom (too:
Masonic Lodge, Science
Temple, Rotary, etc.)
sets a standard of
insincerity on a
community state by
vexing those efforts of
stability (unrehearsed
education) that are
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within such a scheming

of a loss of ground

competitive and

a Solid State theory

control. Those

complete, but not

nested proximal to a

forgeries on that deceit

opportunistic, welfare

true Gas Theory (A

also improve

for, on proposition

Hunter-Gatherer

implementation of a

(sarcastically), the

society. See: C.S. Lewis

cure for excess

satisfaction of an

– The Chronicles . . .).

(Prohibition) or

oversized public

Poverty cannot long be

novelty (Prescriptive

scrutiny (inclusive of

an irascible bedfellow

Education, i.e.,

profiteering).

which retains a

Rehabilitation

purpose foreign to a

projects). Once a

decided relationship

Family establishes a

with profitable

moral ground for

commerce and, too, at

certitude within an

the address of

area of appeasement (a

oversight by restriction

point-of-no-return), the

and inspection.

Church, in its neglect

Everyone knows this or

for usual moral

suspects this to be

stability within that

accurate.

foundation,

Reform must address a
point-of-no-return or
else those measures at
reorganization will
include a forgery that,
candidly, invents still
further decline because
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nevertheless often
chooses to chastise a

For Example:
Dolly Parton – “Here
You Come Again”
Written by Barry Mann
and Cynthia Weil –
Produced by Gary Klein
– From: Here You Come
Again – RCA Records
(1977).
Relax, Guy.

common law
community for its
perceived haste in

This is also to say that

eliminating

the middle-man in any

congregationally

(helpless) community
(hope) project which
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delivers dope or drugs

supervision, must

cleverly

or alcoholic labor (by

afford that public

disproportionately

literary rhetoric, the

contentment called

disenfranchised itself

CIA, and so on, without

equal employment

in not including more

elaboration), without

opportunity alone. The

members of other races

relative controversy, is

Church is irresponsible

within the boundaries

normally put out of

if within a mission, it

of that (purposeful, if

business by a business

unduly harasses the

not prosperous, but

establishment that

politic jurisdictions

protected) reservation

both denies and

communally organized

optioned conveniently

improves those

to the benefit of a

along a beneficial racial

provocative

sustained community,

strategy. Segregation is

promiscuities,

to offer, instead, a

normal and not

conceptually and

noted intolerance at

immoral. The (helpful)

concretely observed by

that same level, so to

Church is tolerable of

this reform toward that

dupe a congregation

Gold and Silver only.

embarrassment – an

into stalking a cheat on

The Church, no matter

effort to satisfy or

Government that

how modest, cannot

placate that strange

demands a recount of a

charge itself a fee when

keeping. Whereas, too,

community to incite

it calls people names

if not inappropriately,

revocation of its

and solicits itself for

so it remains sudden

licenses for an

Government funds. The

that a margin of lust

assessment that

Church – a Magical

cannot long be borne

fictitiously

Business – often cheats

by the promise and

manufactures out of

at this trust so to guide

proximity of

community a goal-

itself to a meaning that

Government, as it, that

seeking that must have

cannot be adjusted to
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or for in real time – a

this way are really not

period that has,

that bad.

without perversity,
operated to often
(cash)register that
chapel as a complaint
on the community
structure – though it,
The Church (and the
Congregation), has
removed the middle-

Artichokes will want a
person to drink Beer.
Non-Alcoholic brews
tend to satisfy this
equation. Try
mushrooms (not
battered and fried) if
that doesn’t work out.

man. An active Church
must eventually fail
should it enlist the aid

A natural answer to a

Excerpts:

natural problem will

#T2Q's Weekly Show is
Ending!

solution to eliminate a
natural explanation.
A craving for wine can
be eliminated by eating
peeled, cooked pears in
their own juice. If one
doesn’t get it, try two.
Canned pears made
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But, what can I say? All good
things must come to an
end. It's time for me to
move on to a different
chapter of my life and that
means that I can no longer
continue to write, produce,
host, and market the show.
What does this mean for
you, the listener?

of Black Magic.

exist despite any

one episode and lo and
behold, I'm now 750
episodes in.

The Talk 2 Q Radio Show will
no longer air each Tuesday
and Wednesday!
Almost seven years ago, I
decided to do something just
for the sake of scratching it
off of my bucket list. I
wanted to be a talk radio
show host. So, I took a
plunge into what was to be

For the T2Q fans, it means
that over the next couple of
months, the talk show will be
fading to black. I will air
shows periodically until my
final live show, which will be
Tuesday, February 20th,
2018. Exactly seven years
from the day that I
started. Shortly after that,
my partnership with
Blogtalkradio will dissolve
and the archives of the show
will only be found on iTunes,
TuneIn, Podcast Alley, and
places of that sort. Every
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blue moon, when I feel the
urge, I'll dial up some of the
Show Legends and we'll
record a podcast or
two. But, there will be no
more calling into T2Q or live
listens.
What does this mean for
sports fans and Zone
Coverage listeners?
Zone Coverage will continue
to air weekly until the day
after the Super Bowl and
then its weekly live show will
cease. I'm undecided as to if
I want to continue that or
not. Being that sports is such
a huge hobby of mine and
the preparation time for the
show is minimal, it's still
something that I may be able
to maintain during certain
times of the year.
But, I do want to say that I
truly appreciate everyone
who has made this show a
success. Over 200,000
listens is nothing to sneeze at
when you consider how
many options you have to
listen to talk radio online.
Over the next couple of
weeks, things will go as
followed:
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Zone Coverage, Wednesday,
December 6th @ 9 PM
Eastern
Zone Coverage, Tuesday,
December, 11th @ 9 PM
Eastern
T2Q Show #750,
Wednesday, December
12th @ 9 PM Eastern
T2Q (live) interview with
DMarcella Lyles, Tuesday,
December 19th @ 9 PM
Eastern
Thank you so much for being
a part of T2Q and I hope to
hear from you on Show
#750!

___________________________
___________________________

Leave
@DemetriaObilor
and Women Like
Her Alone by Talk2
Jan Shedd took to
Facebook on Wednesday
to call out Channel 8 in
Dallas’ new traffic
reporter, Demetria Obilor,
who she said was a “size
16/18 woman in a size 6
dress.”

“Has anyone seen Channel
8’s new morning traffic
reporter? Her name is
Demetria Obilor & she’s a
size 16/18 woman in a size
six dress and she looks
ridiculous,” Shedd wrote in
the now-deleted post. -NY Daily News
Here we go again. I can't
believe that in almost
2018, we still have to deal
with the level of hate that
we see in this country.
Then again, why should I
be surprised? Social media
has given the haters of
America the illusion of
being experts in the
criticism of their targets.
There's a traffic ensemble
anchor in Dallas, Texas by
the name of Demetria
Obilor. As you can see by
the photos, she's extremely
attractive. However, that's
working against her in the
eyes of some of her
viewers.
Here's the thing: you can
be a TV personality and be
attractive, but you have to
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do it by "societal
people are enamored with
or Latina). Ironically, the
standards".
her looks and turning that
criticism seems to come
into a
almost exclusively from
modeling/speaking/hosting
women. And ladies should
What does that mean?
hustle. I'm a firm believer
be supporting her instead
You can't be urban with it.
in using what you got to
of tearing her down.
No extreme curves. Booty,
get what you want. That
hips, and thighs need not
means she can be a news
apply when it comes to
If a shirtless Dwayne
personality and a model
being a female sex symbol
"Rock" Johnson did local
simultaneously.
in the U.S. In other words,
weather, do you think guys
you can't be too black with
would be on Facebook
it (despite the fact that
saying that it's too much?
And lastly, when are
some white women pay top
Hardly. We'd either say
we going to accept the
dollar for surgical
that it was cool or we
fact that it's okay for
enhancements to "black it
would just change the
women
to
be
sexy
and
up", for lack of a classier
channel.
respected at the same
phrase).
time? Why does it
It's time out for the
We need to find a way to
foolishness, ladies. Stop
have to be one or the
put a stop to this behavior.
shaming these ladies just
other? Can a lady be
First of all, she's a news
because your man is
good-looking and
personality who is doing
watching a lot more news
knowledgeable? Does
her job. Just like all of us,
than he did a few months
credibility
only
come
she has a right to choose
ago.
in a size 4 with straight
whatever profession that
she wants. And let's throw
blond hair and blue
in the fact that this
eyes?
Nigerian/American was
born this way. Why
should she change who she
is genetically because Jan
By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El
Shedd and a few others
think that she's too hot for
TV? Should she wear a
muumuu instead of a dress
that fits?
“Teacher?
Leave the Demetria

In Place
of Credit

Secondly, she has the right
to flip her profession into
whatever entrepreneurship
she chooses. That includes
recognizing the fact that
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Obilors and women like
her alone. Every year
there's someone different
who catches backlash for
having a banging body on
a newscast (usually black

“Are you well?”
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“With this red pepper I

“Eat more rice. Use

“But what about squid?

am attempting to

more soy sauce. Eat

That should improve

starve myself to death.

more seaweed.”

my memory . ? .”

That is my guess. And

“. . . But you cannot

“I see that you have

so I eat Dates. So that I

trust Dates . ? .”

given this much

You see? It should not
be likely that I succeed.

thought. But, no. Try

might see the future.
“Yes. I am well.”

the octopus. It will not
“This is true.”

help you to remember
to drink rice wine.”

“Teacher?”

“Master? Are you righthanded or left?”

“That is why I cannot
rest. Somehow I must

“Yes?”

have seen the future
“Right. I was born that

“Have you seen the

way.”

too.
“Master?”

future?”
“I did not know that.”

“Yes.”

“Yes. Many times.”
“Yes. Because of rice
“What is it like?”
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wine.”

“But why do we know
so little about fish?”
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“There are too many.”

“That is what troubles
you. . . Yes.”

“But when you fish, I
see that you are more
left-handed than right .
? .”

“That is stubbornness.
It takes more time.
Therefore I should
have more time.”

“And we catch so many
fish that way. It hardly
seems fair!”

“Clear.”

______________________
______________________

As A Black
Man,
Should I
Boycott
The #NFL?
by Talk2

Okay, so we've all been
hearing about the
controversy behind Colin
Kaepernick taking a knee
during the National
Anthem last season. It's
been discussed for a year
now, but it's reared its
ugly head once again
because a new season is
about to start.

“Yes. They must like to

The response from the
media? "Colin Kaepernick
hates the troops!"

be caught.”
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For those who have been
living under a rock, let me
explain what's been
happening over the past
365 days or so. Kaep, who
was a member of the San
Francisco 49ers at the
time, decided to take a
stand against police
brutality. Unlike most
athletes these days, Kaep
decided to use his
platform as an NFL player
to raise awareness to his
cause. He said that he
would take a knee during
the National Anthem until
this country took a stand
against the treatment of
black and brown people by
the police.
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Of course, that same
people get together to do
boycotted his sponsors
rhetoric came from the
something positive, then
and they dumped him
fans as well (since we take
I'm all for it... in most
faster than you can say
instruction from the media
cases. This one, I still can't
"Hector 'Macho'
on where and how to
get with the message.
Camacho".
direct our outrage). Fans
Do you think Budweiser
said that Kaep was
cares if you don't watch an
disrespecting the veterans
The focus of this video, to
NFL game as long as you're
because he would not
me, is that once Kaep gets
getting a six pack on your
stand for the Star
his job back, then
way home? Do you think
Spangled Banner. Rarely
everything is good. No, it's
Nike cares if you're
was police brutality
not. The message has
watching Kaep play as long
mentioned at all during
been lost again.
as you keep buying their
the many weeks and
Boycotting the NFL to get
apparel? No, they won't.
months of this
Kaep's job back will not fix
Because they would still
controversy. It's been
police brutality against
be getting your money.
Kaep vs. the USA. The
black and brown people in
whole message of police
this country. Does the NFL
And would you stop your
brutality was lost thanks
need to be brought down
son from watching the
to the media's spin.
a peg? Absolutely. These
games, too? Especially if
32 "owners" are
he is an up and coming
Well, now that the
undoubtedly blackballing a
star looking to play in the
controversy is a hot topic
player who could
NFL some day?
again, thanks to a new
contribute to just about all
season kicking off, I
Don't get me wrong. So
of the teams in the league.
started receiving a video
much has to be done to
But not watching games
link on Facebook about
right a lot of wrongs in this
won't hurt anyone other
boycotting the NFL. You
country. But, our
than the TV stations, who
may have seen it, but if
approach will determine if
may lose some ratings.
you haven't, then peep it
it works or not. Keep
here:
The best way to boycott
boycotting and not voting
the NFL is to boycott their
and you won't see very
First, I want to applaud the
sponsors directly. That's
much change. Be mindful
people who put together
what happened with
of where you spend your
the video. Any time black
Michael Vick. People
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money if you want to
go. History agrees with
exploring other career
promote change.
me.
options, and I even
stopped writing
altogether. It was the
In fact, encouraging the
worst time of my
players to do more is the
life. About nine years
best route to go. If 70% of
later, I decided that I
the NFL is made up of
needed to stop running
black players, then
from myself and get out
wouldn't that be the best
By Carmen Hendrix
of my own way. I needed
place to start? No players,
to finish my book. I
no games? If it worked for
needed to get my story
the University of
told and bring people into
Missouri's football team,
my world.
then it can work for the
NFL players, too.
Years ago I embarked on
I published my first book
So, will I "black out" the
the journey of
on August 2, 2016. It
NFL games this season?
writing. Unfortunately, I
was invigorating,
Nope. I will watch like I
got through nine chapters
stressful, empowering,
always do. Will I buy a
and stopped. It just didn't
and I felt established. I
Budweiser, Nikes,
feel right and something
was officially a published
Gatorade, or something
seemed off. I'd let a few
author after all. I'd done
else that sponsors the
of my co-workers read
the research which
NFL? Nope. And I don't
think that you should
what I'd written and they
allowed me to avoid
either.
were all excited about it,
many of the "freshman
anticipating the
mistakes" and I was
ending. Yet, I never
ready to be embraced by
finished. I blamed it on
the world as a bestlife getting in the
selling author. I was
way. That was true, it
going to be in Oprah's
had. I let fear drive me to
Book Club, win awards,
Consumer sponsorship
focus on other things,
boycotting is the way to

So You
Want to Be
an Author
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and become widely

your social life. You

tired, take a break. Set

known. Until I wasn't.

enjoy what you do. Here

time limits for yourself

is what I have learned. I

and stick to them. It

The reality of it all is that

hope you use these tips

saves you a lot of time in

it takes time, and a great

as a guide to be the best

the end because your

marketing plan. You

author you can be:

corrections won't be so

definitely have to think

plentiful. Use this time

outside the box, turn your

1. Read. How can you

for family and

book signing into an

be a good writer if you

friends. Also, begin

event, market outside of

don't read? Consider

to think of how you plan

your friends and family,

reading some of your

on marketing the

and find your target

favorite authors and

book. Your friends can

audience. One thing is

really explore what

help you with that.

for certain, you have to

makes them

4. Eat. Schedule

develop thick skin. I'm

great. Implement those

it. Make sure you

sure you have read all of

techniques into your

eat. This is another thing

this before. But, have

writing.

of which I am guilty and I

you read about the other

2. Write. If you don't sit

have taken steps to

side? The depth and

down and write, you will

correct it. It results in bad

fortitude it takes to bring

never be the author you

headaches and other

your vision to life? The

aspire to be. Tell your

health issues. So grab a

long nights? Early

story!

snack and eat.

mornings? Hours without

3. Break. Get up and

5. Share. This is a tricky

eating? I didn't think

take a break. I'm guilty of

one. Share your book

so. Being an author is a

getting so engrossed in

with someone you trust,

business. We all hear

the story that I will type

and make sure they have

that the best business is

for hours, even when I

a good grasp on the

your business, especially

am tired. It results in

English language. They

if it is your passion. It's

many typographical

can help you get through

true. You don't mind the

errors, grammatical

a few scenes and ensure

long hours, or that your

errors, and

that what you see in your

business has engulfed

burnout. When you are

head is what you have
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written on paper, down to

ask them to write a

over you back cover blurb

the most minute

foreword that will knock

to ensure it is

detail. Which leads me to

your reader's socks off.

engaging? What does

my next tip...

8. Read it aloud. Read,

your cover look like? Do

6. Find a

and re-read for errors,

you have your

mentor. Having a

then read it

ISBN? Does it look like a

mentor who has been

aloud. Reading what

book in the book store?

through it, and who can

you've written

7. Edit. Find a good

help you develop your

aloud allows you to

editor. You need

manuscript, is one of the

determine if you like what

someone with fresh eyes

best investments you can

you hear. Another great

to look for things you did

make in yourself. Your

tip is to read each

not see. They can also

mentor can help you in

sentence backwards to

ensure that your

ways that other people

see if there are errors

manuscript has an easy-

can't. They have the

(ex. missed letters in a

to-read flow. It is a great

experience you lack and

word or punctuation

investment.

can guide you and keep

errors.)

8. Get involved. Get

you in-the-

9. Polish it. Do yourself

involved in your

know. Remember, you

a favor and hit "select all"

community and make

don't know what you don't

then make sure your font

yourself known. Find

know.

is black. Polish up your

some book clubs to join

7. Foreword

presentation by ensuring

and develop relationships

thinking. Find someone

the chapters are marked

with them so that they will

to write your foreword for

properly. Is your heading

not only read your book,

you. It seems small, but

correct on each page? Is

but share it with others.

HUGE in the

your font consistent? Did

9. Find some

you include the copyright

betas. Get some beta

information? Dedication

readers, preferably from

page ? Author page? Are

those book clubs. Ask

your pages

them to read and provide

numbered? Have you

a review. This is where

asked someone to read

your ARC (Advanced

is

grand scheme of
things. If you know
someone who has a large
following, or fan
base. Give them a copy
of your book ASAP and
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Reader Copy) comes in

and review it. This is how

Being a published author

handy. You can even vet

it will look when printed,

is very involved and

them to ensure that they

so check for color

whether you want to self-

are avid readers in your

variations and make sure

publish, or find an agent

genre and that they will

pictures are within the

to help you publish

provide a review. Don't

page perimeters.

traditionally, these basic

expect your betas to

11. Market

steps are a good solid

always give you great

it. Implement your

start. Stay tuned for

reviews. Instead, ask for

marketing plan and be

more information about

honest critiques. That is

consistent. Remember,

the wonderful world of

how you improve your

even if you have a

books.

manuscript before you

publisher, it is still your

release it.

responsibility to tell

carmLkisses to you,

10. Re-Read. Re-read

people who you are. If

Carmen

your book again and

people know who you

make updates based on

are, they are more likely

suggestions from your

to buy your book. New

beta readers and

readers don't know you

editor. By the time you

and want to know if your

finish editing, you will be

book is worth the

sick of the book, but you

price. Offering book

will know every nuance of

teasers, doing interviews,

your characters and will

sending out press kits,

be able to answer any

etc. allows your reader to

question an interviewer

get to know you and see

throws in your

what the book is

direction. This is also

about. Try to get some

your chance to do your

book bloggers on board

final edits.

to help you get your

11. Polish it again. See

writing out to the world.

collection "When
Honeysuckles Fall" and
the novel "Eight
Moments." To read some
of her short stories,
and for booking
information, head over to
CarmenHendrix.com.

document as a PDF file
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author of the short-story

her blog at

number 9. Also, save the
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Anonymo
us
Alcohol
Licks
RASUL HIJAZ EL·FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 27, 2017

By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El

his dependency – a self-

who find him desirable

acknowledged love

at the same time.

affair – complicates his
life to the point where
he, without theory,

Night Ranger – “Sister

explains to whomever

Christian” Written By

will temporarily listen,

Kelly Keagy –

that his other

Produced by Pat

addictions – cocaine

Glasser. – From:

and heroin – are only

“Midnight Madness” –

the result of alcohol

MCA Records, Inc.

abuse; and would be

(1983)

removed if and when
David Ruffin – “Walk

he can let go of the

Away from Love”

obvious. Because of

Written by Charles H.

fear of developing not a

Kipps, Jr. – Arranged

medical condition, but

& Produced by Van

loneliness – He cannot

McCoy – From: “Who I

– a conviction on life

Am” – Motown Record

that he can do, but do

Corporation (1975).

without. Alcohol is and
will always remain his

A man, straight
forward, a convinced
alcoholic, removes all
doubt one evening
about his anxiety – a
fixation that, because of
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staying power because
it helps him manage his
weight and cope with
the sexual immaturity
of too many women

A deliberate fat girl – A
Sister Christian – with
good, athletic feet
finally decides to shed
the weight and keep
the behind. Her tits, she
knows, are not all that
spectacular because
she has never been
knocked up. Her best
friend, a girl she’s
known since kids and, a
“babe” by all high
school standards is her
competitive confidant
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and helps her make a

Fella” Written by

neighborhood. A party

change after helping

Rudolph Browner,

crasher – known to be

her pull a disappearing

Garland Green,

loaded (with money) –

act on her god-parents

Maurice Dollison, and

A Jealous Kinda Fella –

so that she can become

Joshie Armstead. –

arrives to try and pick

an exotic dancer after

Produced by Jo

up the host’s girlfriend

changing her name at

Armstead (& Mike

right under his nose.

night school and

Terry) – From:

Instead of reacting, the

receiving her lawful

“Jealous Kind Of

host, realizing now that

inheritance in the bid

Fella” – Uni Records

the fella is a bi-sexual,

to become independent

(1969) – (Universal

“punches” the guy (out)

for Mister. Right – i.e.,

City Records, A

by serving him (alone)

offering A Pole (dance)

division of MCA Inc.)

mixed drinks from the

or a Lap Dance to a
client. Hormones (the
exercise, drugs &
alcohol, buffeting, and
birth-control tabs)
have all combined to
help her tits swell. She
has her best friend’s
grace by imitation.
She’s Motoring.

At a Rent Party, a silent
host decides that the
stigma surrounding his
relationship with his
woman needs an
improvement. He can’t
fight. Marriage is the
only way out. He toasts
this party with an
expectant Punch for
those who paid

Garland Green –
“Jealous Kind Of
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whatever they could at
the door for the benefit
of a tired

bar to suit his taste,
along with the punch
served to the other
guests, until the
crasher, stoked to the
gills, is tempted to take
a swing on another
fellow who chastises
him because he –
according to the
witnesses – believed
that there were two.
The host later admits
that the crasher was
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good and so, in parody,

their effluence or

accountability is grave

spoofs the uninvited

continued persecution,

upon the distinction

guest and his behavior

fixed by statutory

between the sexes and

after the party has

debate (business

their wedded effort not

nearly ended and the

ownership) at the

in excess of tenure to

rent is made. What a

hands of invention

probability.

difference a day makes.

(policy) on a

The Lost
Part of
Suicide
RASUL HIJAZ EL·WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 18, 2017

By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El
A man or a People
whom are known by
their handicaps to be
insane, cannot be
protected by the
resources of the State
so to assume an
unnatural debt

intemperate, not
contemporary
investment (escapism).

in which instruction,
and therefore
education, must

resource of timeliness

propose a benefit that,

are those guilty of a

too, cannot be

known trespass on a

overcome by a given,

decidedly written

but unprovoked loss,

doctrine of mastery so

when history matches

administered to their

those strides with a

concerns of ethics for

purposeful, not penal,

which that — or those

equilibrium that insists

assumptive notions —

that a force of action is

persuades those in

all too manageable.

trust of that formula a

This is not terrorism. A

guarantee.

maniac is presumed,

(carelessness) inwards
of that Personage

reasonable within the

(rootlessness) and

law where that

Issue 29

belief dictates the way

Chosen by a topical

Swear first to what is

Summer/Fall 2017
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Such opportunity for

not privileged, to be
out-of-control as much
as he makes of or for
himself fame and
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institution that has not

collects for that

decisively pledge

come under attack. In

account (chronic

themselves to

Where, there is

illegitimacy) a

heterosexual behavior,

legitimacy. A man or a

trajectory that is

thenceforth, may have

People of such tenacity

matched to attrition of

survived the crossing

upon a pact of suicide

an impoverished way

to preserve, without

will enter into a cycle

by calculus. The Red

prejudice, upon a

and meet with this

Sea was near at hand

neglect so to amend a

temptation at a Place.

for a threatened

delayed gospel that had

That is the Red Sea.

observable purpose. A

been selected as a

They are not extremists

man of obscure talents

development for

to believe in a different

could not, without

reflection only. So

measure of salvation.

knowledge, rehearse

affixed an invention

To err and continue to

upon himself in his way

that apartmented the

err is rejected by faith

of anger and ethical

distiller and caused

in a workable habit.

commotions, an odd

him a convenience, by

way of sacrifice to his

conveyance, of land

and their, inhibitions –

ownership and rental

unless he would take

rights. He would not

his own life upon the

change his mind except

point of his controlled

to endure as a barber

exasperation and admit

or a pharmacist at the

to that defeat a Charge

hands of the Bank – an

(A New Testament) or,

entity that converses

by extremes, a Poison

with elaborations of

(alcoholism). Such as

State despite its known

whom inclined to

provisions which

A People whom are
difficult in the way of
accountability (force,
mass, and distance) to
a non-treasonous
account of physics –
action & reaction –
decide by their
activation of ownership
(unlawfulness), a
business design that
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recognize a private

Labor supports

patience (educational

mining claim or

Migration. Sabotage of

fortitude) overlaps

interest. Money, at this

a natural example

shortcomings or

point can become a

burdens only a place of

misunderstanding(s).

neglect of reassurance

distance (personal

Those without hope, of

where prophesy dooms

responsibility) that is

course — drug-addicts

a day-to-day

essentially an

for instance — whom

enterprise. So again is

investment on

recommend on

resurrected the Church

biological wealth.

themselves a language

Looped
Central to
Balance

betrayed by cultural

and a co-habitation on
State for this politic
orchestration towards
reform, which are, by
debate, those
associations normally

RASUL HIJAZ EL·WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 27, 2017

Democratic (a

barriers that support a
trickery within a
message, assist each a
stereotype by their
influence on natural
resuscitation of a

Reserve), protected,

demanded account (of

Republican (The

self-aware criticism).

Pyramid – A

By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El

Chieftainship and

He will invent lies-on-

Tribal Embedding), and
tied by extremes,

Political work often

Libertarian (The Self,

assumes that it only

or I, in support of the

involves those talents

Eye – We or The

which persuasively

People).

address the needs of
the few to many, where
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Economics.

top-of-lies, so to
subsidize himself with
rumor and assumptive
handicaps. So to cause
himself to enter into
dishonest debate for a
price on truth, and for
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fear of procrastination,

of anticipations — a

of traditional

he would not then like

longevity that supposes

inventiveness. A man

to be that certain a

him a transvestited

who might be

(prescriptive) Jew, but

man whom is equally a

everything might select

would instead account

homosexual.

to abandon the

himself streetwise — a
man without conflict
who would renege on

That's waay too much
mouth.

abolishments given as
justice inwards of love
(family ties) — so

that same

Love and Utility (must)

therefore to kill himself

abandonment of faith

find (finally) [a]

in the process of

— so to prove (that

division. Jehovah

needing still either that

there exists) a remedy

would love (of)

one (more) something

in an untimely share of

everything and create

(moral interest), or

haste. This man has

of that mistake a

propositionally,

come to me and called

misery.

anything (at all) that

himself, Jehovah. I
would not measure him

could spell erratic

Stop.

advocacy despite his

except to allow that a

So where would this

notoriety — each to his

daemon must yet exist,

realization — a process

insistence. Those

without sparseness to

— found a peaceful

practices such as

each sex, and so yet,

state in proportion to a

prophesy and

too, a preoccupation on

progress in Law that is

blasphemy —

deliverance so

presupposed by factual

presumed co-equal

demanded to a practice

numbers?

with preference — an

of delusion, that by his
denial, has equipped
him to a region outside
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A man who is (nothing)
might choose upon his
example of health a life

assimilation of
openness — are,
together, an unsolved
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emotion on Jehovah,

wait and beliefs (a

trespass of mechanical

which admits for the

trust).

knowledge on that

Sapient Man in his

meditation of

Order(s) On Species, a

innocence (functional

protection of neutral

(Their) In his, this

sexuality) which might

disregard that is

persistence, should he

yet cause himself a

informed — true —

prove a verdict in so

frustration and,

but, as well, neither

(un)like (this) A Way,

therefore, too, a limit

favored so for an

and achieve a pace with

upon a perfect design

enhancement of

life that awaits of this

where he claims to

selective memory. This

phenomena a credible

expect now a miracle.

(second) type of

longevity, would next

Faith upon this debacle,

everything man would

he assume a new name

by my express

generally resist not the

and expectation (of

activation of

urge to describe

title) to be now (A One)

accountable

himself in need of

Methuselah — A Gift

predispositions, forces

eternity — (and)

and not A Perfect

me to presume that A

though esteemed, the

Design? Where next

One Methuselah, in his

first type of man should

should a first man of

disease, did therefore

need only care upon

normal ways and

build a machine of

this, a diligence, where

means opportune a

illogics which caused

he should watch for

reality not out of

him to be at odds with

what can be waited

proportion to ridicule?

his infancy. A Time

upon, so to not incur a
vigil (time-wise
despondency) for his

A thief of inventiveness
might express doubt
upon an inner nature
and find therein a
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Machine. Only the
infant at such an age as
could be presumed not
oppositionally fatiguing
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within this syndrome,

assembly (Races) —

that a product of each a

and should have (He, It,

along with their

manipulation on a

She(s) ..Could Have..)

mechanized intents (an

design binds itself to a

been able to purchase

Object) beckoned by

pertinent consistency.

this round-trip to end

Culture (Nature) or

A worked effort must

his long-lived life of

offered by Religion

afford a duty in that

sage and (careless)

(Theory). Entitlements.

force upon an object.

drug dependencies. Not

As time experienced

unusually, the elder

and expected that

could not have

Should this shortcut

process, this man, A

cornered his life on

(distorted murder),

One (young)

such a gamble. An

identified to a growth

Methuselah, magically

introspection upon this

of wisdom from

attended (now) to this

idea, not contaminated

coalesced immaturity

duty of explanation (for

by political accusations

within a distinction of

Jehovah), took on a

and enforcement(s) to

facts, surge to define a

burden of vigilance

obscurity, grade this

labor matched to an

belonging to a satyr

renewed passage of

assembly (conditions

(drunkenness), so to

time on the value of an

on genetics), this love

escape now that

investment known to

may not find creation

preoccupation guarded

have occurred by a

nor found it as a cycle

to him as Father of all

testimony of

without charging for

that he saw — except

population and an

that feat, a protection

that He both is bound

authority of

of First Creation value.

to a genetics that must

individuality processed

Responsibility must be

accept sunlight of the

by a genetic guard

assigned to a

Sol — a progressive

(Sexuality) and

dimension of space so

form of First Creation.
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(a two-way

industry which

expenditure). One such

suggests merit through

article of reasoning

leadership that is

adopts an indicator of

decided upon by

fortune upon feasibility

decisively social

to that of marginalized

interactions which

thinking — a less

intercept an acceptable

definite, more

and appropriate

productive article of

demeanor. Caricature

practical reassurance

— an instrument of

of an innate ability

terror to that

(self-worth) of

comportment — the

adaptation — when

non-eraseable

faith is accepted as not

(enduring) division of

an idealized logic, but

acceptable (a chemical

and Other Non-

retained as part of a

industry) and

Negotiable Contracts

practiced counter-part

appropriate (a mineral

of biologically

industry) — destroys

accountable

those logical

territorialism. Clout —

necessities of mind that

an investment on a

solicits balance on one

decided inventory and

end and, too,

a non-negotiable

demonstrates

contract — carries a

analytical right on

biological demand of

those prescriptions to

opportunity for that

perception that must

commitment to an

achieve an identified

The Satan-God is
resistant to this fact.

He cannot blame a
grape.

Instrume
nts of
Terror
RASUL HIJAZ EL·SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 9, 2017

by RaSul Tahir Hijaz El

It is essential to clarity
that I identify a
proposition of service
to a supported function
on government that is
matched to an
accountability practice
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family unit, that,

fear of discovery, like

purgatory of

without persuasion,

to track a man down

frustrations, not on par

often defines an

where his natural

with accountability to a

emotional success

(living) world supposes

justifiable

story and a territorial

that the man is a rooted

incarceration, so that to

alignment upon the

kingdom (a domain)

each charge of

same body.

and a cluster of

worthlessness it

conditions (a range)

presumes upon myself

open only to that

through that forged

survival in the sense of

condition (ignorance of

the Homo Sapient — a

its ways) — a billing

tool-maker industry (a

practice that labors

function). A demon

itself a demon by those

what which does such a

descriptions which do

thing is charged under

not fall short of the

the universal law that

acumen which

defends a host from

necessarily

attack by an invisible

(monetarily) suggests

enemy.

that this brand is so —

To be overcome by a
demonic horde is to
assumptively, without
charge to castrating
speculation, accept
that, in avoidance of
that ritual — demonic
terrorism — a chemical
and mineral industry
must devote some
portion of its thinking
to migration — a
momentum based

Should I, by terrorism

slingshot in an arsenal

(?), charge, thusly, that

of weaponry that is

the United States,

uniquely founded upon

without legal

a genetics toolset so

acceptability, manage

describing a lasting and

my non-penal,

best value aim. A

continued

demon would not, for

homelessness to a
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I must yet believe and
contend that my way is
useful. United States —
stop holding my
goddamned money,
Motherfucker! I am
absolutely tired of your
disenfranchisement to
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my success story. Quiet

purposely "immune to

blame wherever her

YourSelf's, Sir(s), or

prosecution" by the

path may take her as

quit, if waiting

Federal Court Northern

she expects to incite

responsibly cannot be

District of Illinois in a

terror, delay, loathing,

functional. YourSelf's

letter (mail fraud)

distrust, and assault(s)

are aggressive.

addressed to myself at

by those limitless

YourSelf's are still

PO Box 802762,

restrictions for which

attempting to work for

Chicago IL 60680 —

she is now care given

and against the law at

must be presumed

within that package of

the same time while

dangerous in that, upon

exemptions. I should,

cornered, still, by the

her active trespass

therefore, be able to

dollar demand

within a facility in

bill the United States,

YourSelf's, as the

dedicated performance

forward of an

United States, have

of a neglect upon a

anticipated response

presented to YourSelf's

client, she outwits

for that tragedy,

and myself (in person -

those non-elusive and

and/or, as a

Veteran's Legal

systematic implements

commonplace charge

Services - See my file.)

of education and

for the excessive

that YourSelf's are a

surveillance, to

weight of insufferable

must pay duty for the

associate her presence

persecutions that

amount not escaped

with one of an

extend from her

YourSelf's attentions.

honorable character, so

inducements and

to have the one (now)

advice that immobilizes

in trespass upon the

a prepared security and

law, equip herself with

conditional sanity, I

the authority to deny

would not like to steep

wrongdoing and lay

myself in regret(s).

It is certain, of course,
on the Real, that a
person patient such as
Lolita Drummond,
MSW — named
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When a government

In so saying, The (U.S.)

accomplices with

disallows a legal

Federal Court System

incompetence and

method to a resolution

at the Northern District

fraud. Sir(s), ask for

admitted into

of Illinois, upwind of a

some help first.

acceptable practice, a

mixed, presumptively

person must not

derogatory

attempt to use or force

investigation, has

prayer into being as a

claimed that Lolita

negotiable instrument.

Drummond, MSW,

The dollar ("In Trust")

knows every

fixes a standard of

goddamned thing, but

accuracy to a measure

won't allow her to pay.

worth contemplating.

This is what as known

By law, this woman,
Lolita Drummond,
MSW, must be
presumed to be crazy,
crazed, or a psychopath
while she is still on the

as Black Magic — a
sel(fish) promotion of
Contempt on the Court
itself — A People. The
State must should pay.
If not, let her be on her

Three times in denial of
YourSelf's, a Coven and
Device of Witchcraft —
a Black Magic devoted
to escapism with
prejudice — extreme
upon a known right of
procreation so to
invoke a blasphemous
standard and ritual of
indecency. Fluent over
that conviction applies
an exercise of general
welfare:

way, per public

Thou shalt not give

account, which owes

birth (rise) to the Devil

her nothing.

(himself).

prayer at anytime — an

If such as I have said,

YourSelf's must regret

invention on those

YourSelf's yet still

YourSelf's words to me,

contracts so offered to

claim, is an invention,

should that be the case,

a Chaplain.

then charge each and

or be to YourSelf's

every of YourSelf's

way(s) without

job and offering advice
(signing) into an
inoperable action —
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opposition.

should find YourSelf's

YourSelf's know

Superstition supposes

with the available

YourSelf's can. Nobody

that YourSelf's would

space to put YourSelf's

should help YourSelf's,

not find this pathway.

feet to the streets to

Sir(s). My suspicion is

Clearly YourSelf's have

find one, Sir(s). I am

that it is the Vodka. I

or had a designed

not that one. I'm not

don't drink. I don't

purpose that must

YourSelf's faggot. I'm

caffeine. Put salt on

remove YourSelf's to a

not YourSelf's sissy.

YourSelf's food(s)

chargeable industry

Find YourSelf's

sometimes. A green

that equals your

someone who will help

olive might help

aptitude to

YourSelf's, Sir(s). A

YourSelf's to a

(dis)proportional

doctor of some sorts. A

conclusion. Cheers.

(dis)respects. Typically,

mind-reader, maybe.

That's the free clinic.

this (dis)respect, by

That way YourSelf's

repetition, must expose

can know what's

a talent which

happening to YourSelf's

presumes that such a

and so YourSelf's won't

will must wither away

yet complain.

while one is out-of-

YourSelf's are the

control. This skilled

unknown. Stop

talent will accept

reaching.

peace.

Stop gambling with my
life, Sir(s). I have (only)
$1075 every month to
use for the both of us,
Sir(S). I've figured out
that I can live in
YourSelf's homeless
shelter(s) and eat in

I'm somewhat cynical,

restaurants every day

The split-fingered

of course — if that

and still have five-

symbol of that activity

seems fair. I don't

hundred bucks left

— an authority ("Get

always believe in

over. I'm not even on

some pussy,

everything tossed my

food stamps. Jackasses

motherfucker!") —

way. Sit there like

don't possess any
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contracts to continue to

distance to a modern

force me to live in this

fast food joint, maybe,

condition, do they?

and somewhere off the

Fuck you. Write a book
or something. Get
YourSelf's a wide-ruled
composition notebook
— a b/w lab notebook
— like the one I have.
This thing is about
opportunity. Visit the
local public library
sometimes. Stop
wasting my money,
Sir(s). Get a job.
Dishwashing, maybe.
The computer is giving
YourSelf's a beating.
See if YourSelf's, Sir(s),
can handle that.
YourSelf's might live in
denial of YourSelf's
talents, but,
presumably, YourSelf's

streets, perhaps —
where YourSelf's can
sleep. Actually I think
that YourSelf's would
quit before that job is
over or at some other
point. YourSelf's should
find YourSelf's, Sir(s), a
hotspot shortly
thereafter — like a
parkbench or
something. Such is the
proof. Such is the
evidence. YourSelf's
drink too much.

ghetto, within walking
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barrier existing
between the on-par
validity of the Chinese
long bean as a
commercial restriction
affected by its
anticipated loss as an
agricultural staple at
the market price
belonging to a stable
industrial market,
equates itself in that
excess to a civil
investment of normal,
expected, and
conditional longevity as

Sci-Fly

a result of belonging

RASUL HIJAZ EL·SUNDAY,
SEPTEMBER 3, 2017

of a primary, dominant

A Uniquely American
Tale

within a cultural group
North American
landowner. The boss is
sure that the price is

should be able to live at
least in the equalized

The logical-illogical

the price. So what. Go
By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El

home.
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With due candor,

defensive network not

unpreparedness

supports on that

believed to exist

(guarded theft) within

belonging should occur

between two

the marketplace(s) tied

naturally within the

interdependent

to a (rigorous) Chinese

pattern of regionalized

Continents.

heritage which it —

anticipations governed
by a unit on cultural
application (an
economic reality)
which demonstrates a
novel function on selfpreservation. In North
America, the dominant
landownership scheme
belongs first to a
Continental patriarch
and Second to the
Meso-American, by
recognized tradition
and by support on that
"domesticated"
pathway, an alliance
that forcibly installs the
Meso-American
gateway as an involved
barrier to agricultural
erosion typical of a
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In this hemisphere, the
well-defined

that N. American, Meso
American, S. American
Union — reluctantly

opportunist — a

decides it cannot

hunter-gatherer
society: Unrestricted,

(always) out-compete.

Non-restricted, and
Restricted, by standard
deduction are set first,

For Example:

North American
(agriculturalterritorial); second,
Meso-American (oil &
mineral rights
conglomeration - A

Unproductive wellness
— affordable laziness
— is (usually)
authorized first.

Straw-Boss

Long and Term defense

Enterprise); and third,

is (paper) authorized

South American (coca

second.

ritualistic) —
espionage with a basis
for loss of commerce by
risking a culturally

Projected (substitute)
loss is always
authorized.

concealed standard of
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A prohibitively

time) for to complete a

scholarship on an

dysfunctional

set of characteristics

invasive horde.

proposition on labor,

which are economically

participates without

justifiable for that right

degeneration in those

of continued land-

more-or-less routine

ownership.

functions of
compulsory labor, each
to his solidarity and at
no risk of loss to a
definite set of genetic
characters defined by a
potential standard on
agriculturalism — that
of the original hunter
gatherer methods
which, in this
hemisphere, are a
negotiated for alliance
that place the concerns
of Chinese ancestry in
sudden view as a best
bet last place (4th
place) reminder of
industrial (genetic)
thought best guarded
against (in geologic
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Edition
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The valued and not
trusted compromise on
this elongated Asian
collaboration and (N.

Somewhat perversely,

American) invasion

however, because of

attempt is to allow

the necessary

China Town and deny,

alignment of migration

deny, deny, subtle

in this hemisphere with

conveniences which

the (absent) wild

erode, time-wise, upon

(domestic) goat of

contact with those

South America (the

exceptions which

true Chupa Cabra), and

assert that N. American

an (anticipated) absent

gold (mineral rights),

Buffalo (N. American

silver, etc., can produce

Bison — an inferior

a youth formula from a

absolute of

knowledge base of

nomenclature)

Asian philosophy

population which is

provided that the South

normally threatened by

American coca

the Ox (a wild goat),

ritualistic society is all

and, too, the Asian Yak

for it. The Asian

— whose milk and

(Chinese)

meat is resigned to a

population(s) are

loss by partisan

entered into a wild
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goose chase of

— and, too,

mythology — an in-

immense proportions

inaccessible (baffling)

touch account of

to access this plant and

to a guessed

history — assertively

must produce a

knowledgeable, but

demonstrate that the

(sudden) youth

less able (re)patriating

seven-thousand (or so)

formula (in time) or

competitor which

islands of the

else (be evicted).

whom presumed (out

Philippines, because of

of control) cannot be

its accumulated

retained at a high wage

disproportionate

for that of host — the

biodiversity — cannot

N. Amerindian, the S.

be ruled out as an

Amerindian, and the

invasive force of some

Meso-Amerindian —

credible magnitude —

unless an undertaking

the like of which to

duty is assessed and a

frustration, outlines

tax applied. China

and conserves an

Town is an

instant appeal of

independent State.

convincing labor upon

The subsidy paid
toward freedom from
overdeveloped labor is
gained by a maturation
of the exchange rate for
low-income labor vs.
high-income labor for
the manifestation of a
limiting aptitude for
which no resolution
exists except that
which prices a staples

Rationalization upon

market (in this case of

this topic of a youth

"more-or-less": by

formula, however, must

practice of

prove an avenue of

accountability

candidacy to a favored

qualifying a reformed

reality that cannot

apartheid) out-of-reach

actively propose a false

of a supported activity

pathway. The Seven

— cooking and eating

Cities of Gold
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a two to three island
view of the world:
North America (the
turtle island), S.
America ( A Plastic
Island), and what is out
of sight of both (Meso
America — a locale
which anticipates
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hiring the "true"

support his territory

addition of non-taxed

Rastafarian: A "likely"

with a high-rise

milk to a taxed (plastic)

Chupa Cabra). Therein,

standard that

storage container

the disadvantaged

conveniently builds

containing (stationary)

Chinese laborer (a

hospitals in the New

vitamin D3 — (the

Filipino) whom

World — regardless of

alcoholics anonymous

work(s/ed) for nothing

the cost of fish and Oil

compound and routine)

except "Seaweed" — a

(petroleum).

— in denial of a Solar

green food — which for
him is and remains a
genetically high-calorie
food, exists in anticompetition to a Union
and, too, as the remedy
for the dollar, it's color,
and preserve in the
North American cause
of a wholesale organic
value that trades sugar
cane to the smaller
islands for to preserve
that barrier of a genetic
knowledge base on
cocaine so that those
islands will not attempt
to mass produce honey,
and the Filipino may
Summer/Fall 2017
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The proposed burden
for this research into a
promised youth
elix(i)r, therefore, is

life force that regards
the activities of
honeybee(s) and other
migrating species.

tolerated to pursue the

Vitamin D# is produced

Chinese long bean

by the ton and sold at a

(testimony by size) and

compromise to the

Goat Milk (testimony

drug house(s) which

by weight) because, by

whom manufacture a

such a standard, each

price to compete with

are presumed to

insurance fraud.

production at a cost of
absolute zero. The
inflated cost is a cost
and charge on the
marketplace that
institutionalizes a
formula of dependency
that accepts the free

A common house-fly,
for explanation, and,
too, a "slow" flying
house-fly inside of a
restaurant is perhaps
not starving as one
might expect within
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these cases of available

A person, equipped in a

house-fly, a much

food, an unlikely host,

method to a Satan-God

displaced near land or

and a traditional

industry of

window bound

method of oversight

fluorescence, can

spectator of (jet)

which expresses doubt

become so drunken in

aircraft (only) — a

upon the house-fly and

his pursuit and

mechanically organic

grace in the same

trespass upon

(but) engineered

(de)nomination of time

recreation, that those

competitor — not

over value. That house-

features of migration

necessarily deserved,

fly may, too, not allow

permitted to him as

but respected and

that it has become

real and necessary,

competent as a

drunken because of

deny observation and

qualified biological

this invasion of

create of themselves a

species of

opportunity and

daily retirement of

interdependent flying

insight. Furthermore,

those possibilities

life forms, from the

while it can be

noted to be

relative perspective of

tolerated by idle

traditionally useful to

the common house-fly,

persuasion that such an

live upon the Earth for

as it observes a

insect has become

a community trusting

strategy upon it that

exhausted in its pursuit

of biodiversity and

claims the house-fly

of a relatively easy

those limits expanded

and/or its offspring as

escape route and a

by a non-corrupt

supper. The house-fly

potentially easy meal, a

activaition of foresight

must, so too, compete

proper genetic offering

within those topics.

with the jet aircraft,

adjusts to a likely
formula for
explanation.
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Expect that in a way
that is matched to
intuition, a common

emerging complete
from closed facility (a
hive), which reigns
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supreme in its

(analysis and thinking)

mechanism, both, at-

associated advantages

that retrieves

no-point and again, at-

which concept neatly

feasibility along with

some-point — so that

with those privileges

the apparatus in

to work out a

belonging to a

proposal to inherit a

retirement of those

noteworthy

detectable solution that

biologically

procreative facility.

may prove false except

disadvantageous

that a theory still must

features formed of a jet

prove reasonable

aircraft that point to

and/or relatively close.

obvious drawbacks

A jet aircraft cannot

where witty natural

really, nor essentially

competitiveness

be taste tested to prove

searches the

a reality, but it can be

conditionally adaptive

inspected. The mind

genetics of the house-

states an opinion that

fly to guarantee that

the (jet)aircraft came

some of those

from nowhere and so,

attributes link

by rationalization, it

themselves as a value

must appear to be

and association of

slow(er) (the mind is

increasingly positive

quick) and take off and

reproductive

land slowly where that

insurances. Such is a

(jet)aircraft must also

near dead-reckoning in

be examined for fault.

the space devoted to

Adjunct to this
philosophy, of course,
are those material
matters that cause each
aircraft to appear to be
flying low and slow, corelative to an ingenuity
that offers this bargain
and cannot sleight the
mind that must devote
a conditional thesis to
that event. Discovery
—a
compartmentalized
"What If" — in that
natural chain of events,
discusses an evaluation
of a straight line arc
within a hidden

The house-fly must

evolutionary process

presume injury to its
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geologic time-wise
placement of change. It
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can be concluded,

dependency not in

inside, but inside, now,

therefore, perhaps

deviance to its

the margin of a

quite easily, that

continued welfare —

restaurant. An inferred

natural selection,

deepens a trued value

straight line arc is

behind its arsenal of

which solicits a logic to

perhaps registered — a

attractive

assist the house-fly in

one which is

infiltration(s), requires,

avoiding a bird in flight

responsive to an idea

as a result of this

or on an intercept

that isolates a

investigation, for the

path(way) — else it is

preferred food source

house-fly, a likely

consumed, surpassed,

that is conveniently

quasi-common and

or displaced. The

available (cheap)

trouble-free nutrition

sometimes newly

and/but affordably

plan, or at last, even a

arrived common

remote (lightly

specialized sustenance

house-fly which

guarded). Combined

source, too, within this

transported itself from

now with a long-term

endeavor, which is

one side of the State to

survey of the

equally supportive of a

the other without

(jet)aircraft and its

prospective jet

apparent harm to its

technique(s) which

solution.

caloric conscious

enables it yet to avoid

interface with a certain

predation despite it's

reality of that distance

convincing clamor, the

versus tolerance of

house-fly can now

events inside of a

sometimes afford to

closed living space of a

practice a flight routine

(jet)aircraft, which

which it believes might

finds itself now, after

bring it honey — a

disembarking, again

digestible fat — a food

The slight variation and
departure from a noted
set of flying
characteristics of a
house-fly, which have
been developed toward
and, as a formula,
forward of a locked
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source it has inspected

establishes a how,

struggle for a

and selected over

when, and where

biologically patented

spilled oil (petroleum).

process that

jet engine stalled with

The house-fly remains

suggestively outlines a

the act of (devised)

not dejected, perhaps,

protection plan to

honey and the royal

in this ritual, and does

develop a competitive

jelly — an artificial

not resist the urge to

instruction of the limits

product. The house-fly

test, when accessible,

on this type of flight

could be a dead-end

animal and vegetable

which obscures speed

evolutionary species.

cooking fats that match

and accepts a caloric

Rules, however . . .

well to a lesson of flight

benefit, yet, possibly,

it is attempting to

allows the house-fly to

duplicate. A view from

surprise a rival with its

a window of its high-

ability to shortly cover

flying jet competition

a vast distance.

every now and then
prepares the house-fly
to match a design of
that mobility to a novel,
but traditional
application — survival.
The pesky
surroundings of a
restaurant —
thankfully free of birds
— elaborates a
compromise and
Summer/Fall 2017
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Rather impossibly, the
Homo Sapient species
of Man, without much
evidence, it seems,
other than that of an

Subjection of these

essentially unrivaled

ideas, on

beauty industry, allows

enfranchisement to

that Royal Jelly,

opportunity,

anticipated as a

recommends that the

longevity serum within

honey bee(s) took a

the spectrum of

different route to this

convergence that

interim speculation,

contagiously follows its

and so, each, consistent

use as a culturally

with a considered

outsourced and

activation supports,

specialized over-the-

theoretically, that the

counter dietary
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supplement, by

transfer an instinctive

format an educated

addendum to the case-

knowledge, licensed

intuition supported by

by-case syndrome

upon a genetics based

physical laws.

master — alternative

compromise, that, as an

medicine — he remains

eyewitness account of a

quite sure that he is not

traveller — so

yet stupefied and will

anticipated and

not, with prejudice,

reviewed as a work of

accept this defeat so

perception within a

easily. A normally

written study that is

standard cure-all,

organised, as well, by

however, usually

those formats of

admitted to

religion (such as a

serendipity, never

gospel undivided) that

quite balances the

provide a

intellect which, allowed

comprehensive

to dwell, forges a

analysis of a natural

mismatch to a product

order within and

process and a gathering

without a supernatural

beyond that boundary,

cause for scripture — a

which, hush-hush

truth of sortings that

(tolerated), denotes a

depends, universally,

fatigue of political

upon a creed and

corruption(s) upon a

devotion given to

paved road.

special cause and

The common house-fly
expects to be able to
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Translocation of the
house-fly from a place
of origin, given that an
inserted value upon
that introspection at a
later point in time,
activates a description
of that association with
an inventory of
language that occupies
an expectation that
may or may not be

speculation, but
determined by merit to

verbalized, but is
accountable as
verbatim. Memory.
Instinctive behavior
attends a plausible
example of those cues
while a "hole" yet is
retained by invention
so to order a device
that is selfmatriculating — such
as awareness of the
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proximity of a safe or

retirement plan. With

long-term welfare to

unsafe condition which

deliberate effort, one

that supported, but

can afford to express or

may presume that a

broken prescription.

postulate a sage

commonly placed

witness to instructive,

house-fly loses

living understandings

accountability to those

Value upon that

— often for the result

limitations because of

tradition supposes that

and timing of a

staid preoccupations

an investigator can

machine language that

owed to acceptable

stop here, of course,

depends on an array of

convictions which, in

and require of himself

positives and negatives.

their place, become

no more on this topic of

marginalized or

wealth.

Relative to this
conceptually brutal
divide is a transition,
on supposition,
recollects a sphere of
opportunity forward of
a featured neglect
(memory of a past life)
that transposes one
way of thinking, in the
mirror of
consciousness, to
activate cold-blooded
thinking upon a reserve
of doubt and
knowledge(s) — a
Summer/Fall 2017
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compartmentalized to a
stature of maturity that
participates with

Even yet, however, to

reality. The Homo

furnish and/or exploit

Sapient Human Being,

a developed niche, the

also versed in a

house-fly,

conventional self-

prospectively, if he is

reliance, has on some

noticed playing copy-

level rationalized that

cat, must achieve an

Royal Jelly is a dead-

event that places it

end philosophy for

younger than the

prioritizing a rating

honey-bee on the

that delivers to his

evolutionary scale, so

household a shrewd

that the honey-bee(s)

plan to subsidize his

— which whom own
the hive industry to the
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benefit of a wild

special opportunity

organic. Television

kingdom — will lose

level of intrigue

promotes the beauty

this fitness fight. The

affiliated with the topic

industry and the insect

risk here is guaranteed.

of distance

control industry as a

communication that

double germ

adopts this naturally

eradication plan so that

commercialized,

motor vehicles will

compliantly engineered

pass the test of

talent of frequency

cleanliness at the park

commitments to that

(district) for the sake of

end — a fluent

(chemically balanced)

negotiation that

youth.

Magical or Mage rules
apply here. Busted. The
superior risk to the
house-fly in its quest to
end dependency,
naturally, are the
microwave, radio and
television signals that
secure a(n)

primary rule on a

(un)limited,

thinking condition.

(in)contestable
advantage to the
(jet)plane and its
associated hiveindustry. A tenancy
here, may well

sunlight also registers a
complaint

declaration that the
demonstrated upon
insect community is
already activated at a
younger, wiser, or

The Homo (Sapient)
Human Being now
needs a wake-up plan
and a youth formula —
to specifically get
younger than the

communication.
Answerable to this
plague (of insects)

unequivocal

Issue 29

Hating or refusing

device supposes that a

establish an

Summer/Fall 2017
Edition

nutrifies sunlight as a

might set themselves
against a condition of
irrelevant growth —
such as a dish network
— capable, but not

insect(s) — because of
waking up too soon to
the denatured, but
ecological sound(s) of
traffic (a monetarized
language) over the
quieting hum of insects
— a restful synergistic
activity upon the
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psyche which governs a
normal, biotic state of
recollection.

RASUL HIJAZ EL·WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 23, 2017

taken from the Viet
Cong

to me that a report
should be made. I value
my time.

He will vigorously

It occurred to me that,

search for it — this

if the operation

youth formula — from

By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El

actually carries

the seven cities of gold

insurance — and I

until tomorrow. There

think that it's clear on

is hardly a reason in

I had a young woman

that point — you have

the world where it will

tell me that the grill

to report anything that

be found, but it must

belonging to a non-

is missing or covered

(not) be(come)

profit (The Volunteers

under the policy unless

expensive or this

of America) does not

it is covered by another

improvement will

personally demand or

plan. The young lady's

cause such an elixir to

institutionally require

plan was to basically

become either larger,

that she, upon my

tell me to shut my

smaller, or

report of the grill being

mouth talking to her.

developmentally, too

found missing by me,

Incredible. I told her

brainy — and

investigate or make a

that I was merely

"bonkers" to (a)

report to the local

relaying a message.

bondage will engage a

police department

Naturally, whatever her

reality.

(Melrose Park IL).

fantasy was that day,

Believe the experts. She

she was in agreement

— being not a manager

with it. Stop talking to

— is not one of them.

me was her next

The Melrose Park

suggestion. Like

Police Department said

always, I replied that,

Checkmate.

Thaat
Cho Grill
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"hey, this ain't really

Altogether, in my best

confusion and

my business, okay." or

opinion, the (Federal)

terrorism find (less)

something like that, but

Government has, by

favor with basic

my plan was a little

State allotment(s), only

administration. If you

different than hers

thirty, sixty, or 90 days

want a job, you'll have

anyway. There's hardly

to declare mistrust —

a job — not the other

any probability of

an anti-competitive

way around. The

examining the intellect

lawsuit that results in a

intended for

on a dumb response to

crime of ownership by

colloquialism(s) must

a simple message from

Government of

be noted here.

me, a public school

property, the method

teacher. The classroom

or means to enterprise,

is not apparent, but if

inclusive sometimes as

(Aero)Space

it's a mistake, that's

well, too, are those

technology, retrofit to

just a reality check. I

associated intellectual

more-or-less terrestrial

suggested to her that

properties which,

standards for public

her procedure was

without coercive

benefit at a price-fix on

faulty and left the area.

function (Such as, note:

the dollar.

Get some help, lady. I'd

Please Register — also

normally think she's a

a subterfuge of

bit over-sexed, sure,

government, but not

but it ain't really my

necessarily), belong to

fault or my problem.

a discriminating

I'm not on drugs with

position as a factor and

her and her friends if

vehicle to a market —

she has any at all

especially and

anyway.

expressly where a
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For Example:

Considered: A Privately
owned company
exclusive to
Government contract
specializing in
(aero)space technology
must allow the Public
contact and/or
contract(s) should
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Government (at the

principle due to

cannot, so too, become

Federal level usually)

contract reasons

a gift to snare a victims

— a non-profit

binding the workplace

list — a practice which,

enterprise — engage a

function to residential

unlawful, tends to

war-making technology

and/or client

delay the obvious and

as a profitable business

commitments which

increase, exponentially,

enterprise.

outline a policy

the extension of a war-

procedure that

pact uon the (free)

demands a no violation

populace.

Government has only a
limited time to find a
private owner because
it cannot legally own
any assets that fail.
Hence the 30 days to
90 days time-frame —
a limited warranty
period.

code in the bargain.
Unless provoked by a
reasonable standard, I
shouldn't leave and
have someone
authoritatively claim
that I had anything to
do with what actually

One staff member (The

might be a theft. A

Volunteers of America)

reliable report admits

— not a manager —

to a relatively reliable

said that the grill had

standard when such a

possibly been given

report is reasonably

away to a (non-staff)

attempted.

contract) must,
therefore, (emergency)
"LOT" the "stolen"
material assets of the
confiscated war
products machine and
tailored industry (in
opposition to nonemergency
"impounding" or
"cataloguing") for the
an unsafe condition —

out sometimes. That is
gift-giving. That's a bad

This equipment, too, of

practice on general

the (aero)space type,

Issue 29

(by available or forced

purposes of describing

volunteer who helps

Summer/Fall 2017
Edition

A (public) inspection

a tag which must, at
last, call for a
demolition and/or a
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disposal. This process

scene" and an unlawful

in opposition to known

must normally begin

occupation — a

performance data) —

within one year and

trespass warrant —

those failing to

complete within a

must be issued, and the

establish their

described period —

property must be

identities (all flags and

normally not to exceed

returned to the

emblems must be

a standard warranty

ownership of the public

removed) as non

period which could be

on contact and contract

Government Issues

or take up to ten years.

to proceed with a

(G.I.s), upon that

However, if a name —

dismantling. A private

trespass, by admission

given at the time of the

citizen client cannot

of point-of-entry

public inspection — by

normally participate in

control — become the

the Private-Govrnment

this type of arrest as

property of

contact cannot be

long as the local police

government now

matched with the

force can be assumed

assignable to an

records on display (A

logical and ideal and

institution, and those

Flag or Emblem) and

accepts that:

persons may be taken

registered thereof to
the public service (The
Flag or Emblem must
not be defeated by a
concurring or optional
device of government
known as complete
authority to
surrender), the entity
must be "let go at the
Summer/Fall 2017
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By their absence (of
arrests): Those missing
documents — a 30days, 60-days, or 90days event (based upon
the reality of a machine
construct which exists
in repair of a

into custody by this
force — the LOCAL
Police (with a name
plate) which whom
license themselves to
this affair from a
conceded post, such as
a township or a village.

determinatively
incomplete assignment
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The government(s)

Colonial documents

getting something good

is/are now presumed

must portion a way out.

to eat and keeping up

to be bankrupt.

I only spent (close to)

The Public cannot

five years on active

assume this

duty, but, Hey, I'm a

bankruptcy as an asset.

veteran of the United

A religious artifact will

States Airforce. All this

be presumed to exist. A

is just kinda my

sacrifice cannot be

opinion, of course. It

called for. A new

seems like I'm still

method of exchange

homeless for no reason,

must be made

no professional

available. Government

purpose, and no cause.

cannot out-compete

I've been here at the

the basis for life.

Volunteers of America

Where, potentially, the
(former) United States
is concerned and/or
connected, continued
surveillance upon these
events is contended
upon by the laws of
Salem Massachusetts

in Melrose Park IL for
some six months
waiting on something
to prioritize. Stop
cheating. This isn't
Vietnam. A demon will
claim that there was no
contract.

my health (my end of
the bargain) that the
use of a transportation
card was authorized. I
spent $18 on some
excellent pork ribs
from the store. Just a
couple of slabs — I
thought that with the
grill, I'd smoke them on
top of some wood. The
grill had been there for
almost six months,
until it disappeared
only over-night only
after I decided to get
some ribs to barbecue.
I had never used their
grill before either.
Nobody bothered to
tell me that it could just
be given away. That's

until such time as those

The point is that the

kinda like a demonic

rituals are uncovered

manager, Bruce Jones,

plan. It's kind of creepy

and called into account.

told me that if I was
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I think. I have a kick

One day I'll be able to

scooter anyway.

move out of this place. I

The first staff member,
the young lady, told me
that I couldn't use the
grill anyway unless it
was a holiday. Mr.
Bruce Jones never told
me that. In simple
language, his opinion
was that I should get
some charcoal. But this
is all really just too
weird for me. You guys
are starting to really
stink. Your manners
really suck too. I went
and purchased some
rib-tips from a
Maywood local BBQ
joint for maybe $13
bucks or so. Can't really
complain. I still have
the ribs I bought from
the store. They're in the
freezer.

expect that you guys'll
be able to afford it. The
school semester has
already started. The
Volunteers Of America
have already stranded
me without a job and
apparently despise my
contracts and
educational
involvement plans. You
guys'd think I'd do
better than this by now
— with your mouth
and all. Volunteers Of
America — Was it
really even your grill?
I’d like to think that is
was not. What's the
game?

Jerrod
Carmichael
Quits by Talk2

a sitcom that features a
family of black people who
discuss every day topics from
"Plan B birth control" to "the
N-word". They take the topic
of the show, no matter how
controversial, and do a
masterful job of making the
topic hilarious, while
exposing the audience to
different perspectives on it.
Well, the show is coming to
an end after 3 seasons. Not
because of ratings. Not
because of
protests. Because the
creator and star of the show
has decided that 3 seasons is
enough and that he wants to
quit.

First of all, I totally
understand that Jerrod
Carmichael has the right
to do whatever it is that
he wants. However, this
is yet another blackcreated show, within the
past decade or so, that I
can recall, that has
suffered an
unceremonious death.
Chappelle's Show (2003,
2004, 2006)

The Carmichael Show is one
of my favorite TV shows. It is
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with Obama's election, Tiger
Woods scandal, or other
things that occurred after his
show went off the air. We'll
never know.

This show was groundbreaking. Like "In Living
Color" before it, it took
stereotypes and racism and
turned it into something
comical.
Dave Chappelle pushed the
envelope on what was
offensive and what was
funny. For three seasons, he
ruled the airwaves as the
funniest man on TV until he
walked away from the show
and a $50 million dollar
contract from Comedy
Central.
A lot of people speculated on
why he left, but in the end, a
very creative show, that
opened people's eyes to
racism, double standards,
and more, was no more.

The Boondocks (2005-2008,
2010, 2014)
This show started as a
hilarious comic strip, that I
sometimes wonder how it
even got printed in most
newspapers.

For years, people waited to
see if Chappelle would ever
bring the show back, but the
closest we got was him
reviving some characters
from his show on a Saturday
Night Live appearance last
season.

The show featured a radical,
modern day, young Black
Panther known as Huey
Freeman (named after Huey
P. Newton). The story
centered around his family
(granddad and little brother)
and their new surroundings in
suburban America. From the
hood to a white environment,
the family dealt with
everything from racism to the
LGBT community.

What could he have done

This show hit on a ton of
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topics surrounding the black
community, including a
number of topics that tend to
make black people
uncomfortable (our idolization
of celebs, gay rappers, etc.).
The show never seemed to
get traction as each season
always appeared to the
last. The show would take
hiatus so much that most
viewers thought that it was
canceled, when it was indeed
not. Whether it was creative
control issues with the
creator, Aaron McGruder, or
problems finding the right
people to voice the
characters, the show
ultimately disappeared.
I could add another show in
Key & Peele, which lasted
from 2012-2105 until they
decided to move on to bigger
and better things. And now
add The Carmichael Show to
the list.
Another show greatly
appreciated by deep thinking
fans that has gone the way of
the dinosaur just out of the
blue. I was not a fan of
Jerrod Carmichael prior to
the show, but I hope to be a
fan of his in the future. All of
that remains to be seen as he
moves on to his next
project. However, my
question is: why are these
people quitting? Why are
black creators walking away
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from their work? Are we
doomed to see Issa Rae drop
"Insecure" after three or four
seasons?

me and side-step the

procedure that

obvious. What is the

supposes a common

spelling of your name?

reserve of normal

Looks like I'll be focusing on
"Black-ish" again until
Anthony Anderson walks
away from it. After all,
Season 4 is coming up

Anyone would ask that

activities assume and

question after listening

support not a locked

to your hate speech

door to the READING

against reality. I have

ROOM, which you,

to be much more

without authority, in

deserving of fair

the method of Bruce

responses which do not

Jones, an

reach for contempt nor

acknowledged manager

intercept untruth. In

of this facility, who has

my estimation, ridicule

not contrived, in my

is not a favored

opinion, to option this

response in your

resource to your

position which you

control and

have, to me, as yet,

advisement, for to do in

Ms. Coffy, of

been unable to identify.

this activation of

(Presumably

I do not believe — not

certainty, what as you

Volunteers of America)

purposely — that you

wish, despite

at Hope Hall (Melrose

have any formal

obligations, and, as

Park IL),

education at all beyond

well, with your country

the 8th grade. You are

mouth attached to that

embarrassing enough

formula. Ms. Coffy —

in your infantile display

again I cannot help but

of aggression against a

feel remorse for your

policy and written

condition — however,

What’s
The
Story?
RASUL HIJAZ EL·SUNDAY,
AUGUST 20, 2017

By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El

First of all, when I ask
you a question which is
normal, you should
answer the question.
Stop attempting to bait
Summer/Fall 2017
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you and your

on. There is a BED in

Coffy, I believe that you

aggressive style of

the READING ROOM.

are insane.

mismanagement (You

Stop telling me that I

are not a manager. Get

can't expect to be able

that thing through your

to sleep on it and, too,

thick.) against a simple

that you will call the

participation will not

police if I do. Thank

agree with the

You. Ms. Coffy, I believe

subsidies invested in

that you are insane.

your path to continue
your deranged
argument against me
for that reserved right
— the READING ROOM.
I don't have to presume
too much here, Ms.
Coffy. I do not like you.
I am not sexually
attracted to you either.
I think your attitude
stinks. It offends me
that you get angry that
I wish to sleep. I have
every authority to
rationalize a point. You
would do well to find
somebody else to pick
Summer/Fall 2017
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Ms. Coffy, I believe that
in your hatred, you are
growing abusive. This
is at least the third
episode with you in
which you have
demonstrated to me an

How dare you, from a

obvious disregard for

position which you

natural command.

make unremarkable,

Those powers should

attach ignorance to my

condemn your ways.

accomplishments as a

My speculation that

Public School Teacher

you, having allowed at

(MS) and forge a battle

least one other male

in clear opposition of

occupy the READING

your clerical authority,

ROOM, whom, in this

to verbally, without

case, for having done

accuracy, despite

so, I do admit that I see

known vehicles,

you not only as a

consistent in their

demon, but a racist, as

display, insist to others

well. I have no idea

that I am not a Public

where you are going

School Teacher. Your

with your stupidity. Ms.

claim is absolutely

Coffy, please leave me

without foundation. Ms.

alone. I only wished to
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use the resource called

structure on par with a

Volunteers Of America

the READING ROOM. I

candid persuasion

— a fact which, if it is

don't want anything

incites me to note your

indeed a fact, does —

you have to offer. Do

trespass. This place is

and you do require that

not expect me to

not that big.

option on my vantage

approach you in that
manner. I won't. Stop
telling people that you
are afraid of me. That is
ignorant. Okay? I'm not
in love with you.
Believe that. If I can
utilize the convenient
area to separate myself
from you, if I accept
that you are on drugs, it
does help. A logical
exercise of theoretical
and statistical
demonstrations
presumes not too much
on you. Ms. Coffy, I
insist that you stop
telling people that you
are afraid of me and
focus your business.
Your not maintaining a
Summer/Fall 2017
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Any woman who
expresses such candid
hatred for a man, not
only is vexing for me,
but I have in the length
of the circumstances
presented to me,
labored in agitation
against a shy
supposition that such a
woman must be a
lesbian. Ms. Coffy, you
are the only staff
member here
(presumed that you are
a legitimate staff
member, of course. It
seems that you walked
in here off of the
street.) who was hired
after I filed a Federal
complaint against The

point — I find your
employment here
grotesque and
inoperable. Ms. Coffy, it
alarms me that you
consider me to be
homosexual. That is
your ego. If you are in
fact this type of lesbian,
then good. It must suit
you. Don't try to get me
to blend the bullshit for
you. There is nothing
womanly about me. Get
a job. I will not allow
you to exempt me from
those formulas which,
as a Biology Teacher,
trust that I concern
myself with the real
world. Your world, to
me, is odd.
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(08/20/2017) No

realistic mode of

with "comfort on

pressure.

thinking which

desire" to link a caused

requires that a

fix that self replicates a

requested set of

short sale (custom

circumstances — a

manufacturing) with a

labor — must account

long sale (expanded

for truth where such a

capacity) to cure an

requirement is known

awkwardly enduring

to be delivered by a

price found at the

route of ingenuity that

beginning.

Thank You,

RaSul Tahir Hijaz El
PO BOX 802762
Chicago IL 60680

founds a systematic

Box
Magic

application of
engineering called on

(a feat repesenting a

by a function of sleep.

prime number —
"must be 1" = an
allowable product —

RASUL HIJAZ EL·FRIDAY, AUGUST
18, 2017

By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El

but not infinity, nor an
average compromise

For Example:

on a figure of 10 or 20,

The cost from an
A Magic Box or what,

such as multiples of 13

assembly line process

perhaps, is

or 17 (fluctuating risk),

of a device charger

conveniently termed a

where the eye is

which is unique to a

Replicator (of sorts)

transfixed to tolerate a

singular special

could actively exist

departure from the

purpose machine only,

inside of a generic

numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, 9

is normally fixed to a

space-and-time

only because of the

standard that terms a

continuum as part of a

safety guaranteed by

"process & promotion"
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coupling [matrimony];

Insurable technology

double probable

5, Job Safety; and 10

(insurance) is an

effecting a parable.

[distinct organic value];

expanded and

Knowledge is King. A

6 is a Supervisors

expendable resource at

person is a cog.

number because a

the level of care

working five can be

demanded. Sickness is

called off an

overcome by a

unnecessary job quite

payment or an

easily by one who sees

authorization, to

well.)

include a change of
expenditure cannot be

Once an assembly line

recovered or found.

process is begun, it is

Plausibly, that

began, by principle, at

technology does not

the lowest cost to the

wear out and is

weakest link of

compensated for by a

manufacturing. The

calculated fitness event

basis of this formula

that demonstrates

confirms only a

forever upon the tooled

biological health crisis

basis of learning and

where the machine

education by a

infrastucture is known

competitive host in

to be perfect.

alliance with an
isolation known as
insurance or
productivity — a

Issue 29

Manufacturing location
vs. Manufacturing

location. That

Summer/Fall 2017
Edition

Consider First:

explanation exists as a
non-superimposable
reaction on a distinct
but distant import of
Client Demand vs.
Client Cost, an
improved condition.
Such a machine cannot
exist except by way of
escort and stereotype
which insists that the
Customer Must be
Right and (scarce)
Labor demands a
Union. Nobody wants
that aggravation
(injury) in their town.
Money is tight. The
newspapers must be
correct.
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People are always sick

after having been

Promoting an armored

and getting sick. A cog

taught to pay attention

car restricts the

denies that shortfall on

to struggle. The cost of

momentum of a dollar

labor. Insurance

too much struggle, too

guarded by a balance of

delivers freedom,

little gain is not

cop(per)ed cents.

sexual revolution — a

productive to the

byproduct of hypocrisy

Union. An imaginary

— and faith (live

line has been drawn

births).

and witnessed by the

Consider Second: The
electronics charger,
specialized at $20 each
on a manufactured
probability and process
cures a labor change at
a rate of 0% on a
twenty year investment

press of conditional
confidence in classical
calculation. The actual
cost of the charger is
now close to $0,
because of the time off
necessary to gather
one's bearings.

For Example: A single
$100 Calculator is free
to a student living on
campus for four years.
His fifth year in also
normally free. The
warehouse store would
not run down this
student to ask of him
the labor to dismantle,
return, or service a
product invested in by

after an educational

Consider Lastly: An

a cheapskate (with a

payoff of ten years plus

armed escort to goods

tutor, i.e. a slide-rule).

two (twelve) while a

and of services denies a

blind(ed) five remains

manufacturing process.

hidden and/or

Only a forgetful

readjustable at either

manufacturer would

end of the line. Such

stoop to violence for

entertains ten years of

the sake of the

free training. Parental

cardiovascular health

and Self-Teaching —

and gold or silver.
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A "Magic Box"
Replicator insists on
this privilege and factor
of factoring against a
faction. A faction — a
Splinter Group(ing) —
cannot really exist
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against a factory which

The Jungle, however, is

cannot found a location

a machined technology

to deny privilege to a

requesting upon itself a

cog.

limit given not to
hypocrisy. This
invention is sound and

By RaSul Tahir Hijaz El

Part One

The Satan-God only is a

produces a reliable

The Kingdom of Plants,

thief. The Satan-God

result for the

it seems, hypothesize

will look to cook the

promotion of sanity.

in company that if they

books and hide what is
missing. The Satan-God
calls 'Himself off the
job continuously, yet
believes in A
Supervision, A Witness,
and A Testifying.
The Homo Sapient
Human Being comes
prepared to handle
with the tools he has
liberated from a
complex of doubt
affected not by his next
step, nor the last, which
is the prior.

Seek and Ye Shall Find.

n
introduct
ion to
Basic
Evolution
ary Sleep
and
Pineal
Rest
RASUL HIJAZ EL·WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 16, 2017
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work together as a unit
to manage and
manipulate the
separate elemental
reactions at an
acceptable pace, timed
now by a rotation, this
immensely slowed feat
by a biologically
chemistryed process
which is presumed by
this, their exploration
on the periodic
relationships of some
one hundred known
elements, to move at
near light speed — an
activation that does not
and cannot absolutely
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lose the solar

The Satan-God will

time, but does not wish

gravitational nuclear

attempt to use and/or

to have a Soul (Sol).

strength of its atomic

reuse biological

The Satan-God

momentum — that

waste(s) in a way not

connected to a

such a Kingdom, by

supported by the data

systematic base of

hiding the basis of their

collected for a shared

hypocrisy professes

consult with an atomic

convenience as a

hatred and

table of elements, can

fertilizer with

concentrates, at last, an

gather and retain a set

practicable ethical

invalid welfare upon a

invisibility and shall

constructs.

state of reasoning. The

not fail. Certainly, by
Terrestrial standards,
where it can be
thoughtfully prepared
and sustained for such
that Pure Water and
Plasma exist in a
bonded relationship
and a one-to-one ratio
throughout the
Cosmos, now that
natural life can be
witnessed as an atomic
event.

The Satan-God, to
escape a solar rotation,
does, by pretense, not
know to bathe. 'He is
caught cheating when,
at some point, 'his
"living water" must
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stench be preserved,
though the day has
channeled a change in
logic which depends
upon sanity. Such is
Black Magic.

recognize "Wait" and
Safety – attributes both
necessary and
conductive to a pattern
of Life – the genetic
schematice that
persists despite magic.
The Satan-God wishes

For Example:

Satan-God insists that a

to be expendable and
favored at the same

Sweetness and
pungency claim a
superior reward value
which is not
disappointing and
invaluable to the
nervous system of the
Homo Sapient Human
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Being. Bitter and Sour

"Sleep Now" cycle

satisfying. Along with

exist at an opposite

where Rest and/or

this, advertising

characteristic reward

Sleep are a hidden

attracts a veto of this

value for that of

emotion equaling Love

establishment to force

Alertness – a pathway

and Trust on the Homo

a competitive 90%

of Love, or trust, that

Sapient Human Being

(Sweet) to 10% (Other)

wakens the psyche to

in his associated

market of allowances

weakness so to

biological activation

on fetal restrictions to

overcome immaturity.

which is sustained on a

this commerce, except

principle of a Plant

for the enterprise of

Dominant evolutionary

functional testing on

engineering.

the environment a

(but now wakened to
weakness, i.e.
Suspicion, by

normal gestation

consumptive overkill)

admits to by the

Too sour beverages –

Problem: Bad

developing functional

especially of the non-

investment.

child and its placental

nutritive type – are an
attempt to reverse the

transfixion (a

For Example:

necessarily atomic

attendant priority of

Biologically sustained

event which only just

Love, or trust – a

fruit technologies of a

might be a primary

valued bio-commodity

natural cultivar, w/o

function to this cause)

and essence essential

speculation

which establishes a

to the maintenance of

(solicitation to the

cognitive goal to

Sweetness and

contrary) are, by taste,

intercept sleep, (and

Pungency – the

99% popular and,

so) resultant(ly), to

manufactured target on

predictably, only 1%

trigger a pineal event

a Plant Kingdom driven

unpopular – with

upon Cause and Effect,

Sweet being the most
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should that

awareness doubling as

rendered or prepared

participating

neutrality.

in the presence of

collaboration compete
only unless because of
a syndrome of (Black)
Magic and not a
terrestrial event, i.e.,
“(and so) resultant(ly)”
= That Which Cannot
Be Witnessed (A Pineal
Event). A child can,
thusly, be born into the
world full of
knowledge(s).

The known Biological
fruit technology of an
authoritative Plant
Aristocracy that shapes
those convenient
pathways to emotional
instruction is not so
easily outwitted by
those distinctively
man-made barriers to a
co-existing factor of
Summer/Fall 2017
Edition
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Such force of reason,
complex though it may
be, demands that the
Homo Sapient Human
Being – aware now of
an impending crisis or

Bitter and Sour – a
Neutrality – and,
therefore, realized as
either True or False: A
reaction of known
origin.

plight – search for,
react to, or activate a
messenger to accept or

For Example:

reject Rest and/or

– Acceptable (usually

Sleep where that

Organic); Unacceptable

dispatch to the emotion

(usually Not Organic) –

is a product of the

Where an

Satan-God, an invisible

unsatisfactory

enemy that has now

chemistry, completed

become visible to the

upon the organism of

sense organs and their

the Homos Sapient

normal range of

Human Being, founds a

detective orientations

basis to inquire after a

acting upon an

predatory attack. Sleep

artificially imposed

occurs. This, these

stimulus. This

types of sleep, in favor

chemistry – an event

of the Homo Sapient

which can be recorded

Human Being whom

for analysis – can be

witnesses, recalls, or
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establishes a genetic

the sudden death of an

injury to the CNS so to

shift of reasoning at the

attacker, especially

describe to itself those

level of vegetable

where the victimized

mechanical methods to

and/or fungal alliances,

mind is known to be

maintain or self-

must agree with an

clear of disease or not

manipulate the Natural

accountable and

possessed of pathology.

Aura.

measured variable tied

This state of mind can

to an evolving turn of

recognize an astral

events (the predator is

body and/or symbol.

invisible and always
equips the Homo

The Central Nervous

Sapient species with an

System (CNS) must

advantage in excess of

experience this flux as

a suspected or

"Up(s)-and-Down(s)" –

demonstrated unfair

an overt chemical

advantage given a once

reaction upon the

visible predation

Regime Of the Body

method. The opposing

(conflicted not with the

sleep pattern – one that

Terrestrial Magnetic

is carbon restricted – is

Poles), and timed at the

(almost) entirely

Solar Plexus and its

defeating and leads to

accumulated

death or morbidity.

accomplished

Cheating on an

resources of critical

expected solution to

healing and thought

weariness can lead to

which manage an

Issue 29

Therapy routine is an
example of a Satan-God
technology that is used

too quick); and so

Summer/Fall 2017
Edition

The EKG/Physical

to attempt to overcome
the deliberate
(mis)timing of the Solar
Plexus by the
(un)injured Body.
Extrapolation
presumes that sharing
the results of an
Eastern therapy
practice upon any of
the meridians with any
electrocardiogram
specialist shares with
him an additional
consideration where
Consternation – Death
of the Patient –
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concludes upon that

survive – and expect to

is well known to him by

overactive result, a

bequeath unto itself a

logic and display. And

topical analysis of a

persevering value and

though his

theory which describes

asset not riddled by

surroundings may be

the effort of Chi upon

holes in its methods.

efficient in producing a

the necessary

The creature will be

knowledge base, the

meridians afforded

exposed.

environment must yet

dependency within
those changes for the
sake of homeostatic
appendages. Attacking
the Solar Plexus after
having received a
warning is productive
in achieving a pathway
to the eyes for the
continuous activation
of (Head) Chi, the Third
Eye – a force of near

Therefore, Navigation
upon the Regime Of the
Body (Meditation)
must result in a
is not depressing. With
the right state of mind,

shift to his
surroundings.

For Example:

an attacker can be

The (Homo Sapient)

removed from concern

Human Being is

despite distance or

thought of – relative to

intervening years.

divided accounts of

The productive right of

but magic nonetheless.

the Homo Sapient

This magic can seek to

Human Being is to test

kill. A predator upon

his surroundings

the Homo Sapient

despite his

Species of Human

environment. Protected

Being cannot break the

are his basic

rules of survival –

environment(s) which

Issue 29

productive despite a

solution to health that

normal magic only –

Summer/Fall 2017
Edition

always remain

religion and/or
scripture – to have
descended from an
Apple or an Apple Tree
or likely, too, by
inclination, the product
of an Apple Tree – all,
entreatingly, of the
Rose Family. The word
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"Divinity" shepherds

this matter so to cover

activates the Solar

the reluctant guide or

the track of the

Plexus through the

embarrassing advice

Rutabaga – also a

eyes.

that there is at least a

"Rose" – a term, or

division of thought in

word, now, that cannot

the matter which

escape the etymology

suggests the Fig – A

of "Ruse" so to imply

Rose – could be the

that which cannot be

responsible creative

known (rune) and, too,

possibility that gave

that which does not

rise to Woman (her

sleep (warfare or

embarrassment:

trickery).

Callie
(Fiction)
By Carmen Hendrix

There is nothing like
having the power of writing

Tendency toward

at your fingertips. When

Pregnancy, Premature

you are angry with

Birth, and the Family.)

Therefore,: One would

– a thorn or thorns.

presume, not

The "thorn" in this case
of basic restlessness,
however, would be in
this idea, an Orchid,
which, despite its
manageable pungency
is, developmentally,

irrationally, that the

someone, you can get even
by creating a character in
their likeness and doing
things to them to get even

elixir(s) of life are the

for their bad behavior. I

normal result of eating

once read that being a

an Apple each day:

writer is the only profession

Along with a "few

where you can be a serial

grains of rice" and, too,
an Orchid.

killer and legally get away
with it. The fun thing is that
you can do it from the
comfort of your very own

"Rice" – also a family

The Rutabaga, upon

Rose member. The

peeling, "looks" sweet.

differing strains of rice

The banana (an Orchid)

fact that, once again, my

opt for confusion in

does not. The Rutabaga

hard work was not
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home. Today, I felt
betrayed. I was hurt by the
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appreciated. The good

decided to make their

news is that I am

presence known, an odd

not plagued by the fact that

combination for the city in

there is absolutely nothing I

which they've found a

can do about it. I am

home. Where in the world

starting with writing this

did the chickens come

blog. Not because I want to

from? She'd seen them

kill someone off, but

It was a rainy,

before. In fact, she believed

because I want to show

morning. The sound of the

they belonged to her

people that my talents lie

cars passing by caused her

neighbor because, after

above the box in which one

much pain as her head

every rain, they would

would like to place me. It

pounded from the

somehow end up in her

also doesn't hurt that I am

excruciating migraine from

front yard, pecking away at

working on my next novel

which she suffered. As if

the mulch in the flower

and I have decided that a

that wasn't enough, the

bed. She didn't mind that

couple of people will be

neighbors across the street

so much, they reminded her

targets of the young

always took delight in

of her childhood at her

woman's rage. (Insert

leaving their small dog

granny's home. But today

wicked smile here.) So,

outside to

of all days, they needed to

without further ado, I would

bark. All. Day. Long. The

go away.

like to write this quick short

pitter patter of the rain

story for you. I hope you

aggressively tip-toed on the

enjoy it as much as I am

window pane and she

and she had to peel herself

going to enjoy writing it:

covered her head with the

out of the bed and head to

pillow to drown out the

the nearest bathroom so

sound. It wasn't

that she could vomit. She'd

working. She tried not to

hoped that it would give her

move, not to think, and she

some relief, but it only made

didn't want to speak. She

it worse. "God help me!"

wanted to just lay in

she cried aloud. She slowly

silence. As if that wasn't

crawled back to her bed, not

enough, some chickens

caring about how her hands

Callie
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Nausea began to set in
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and knees were moving, as

of the importance of the

once again. She looked at

long as they moved her

message, she persevered

the time and saw 10:45

back to comfort. Just as

through it. She thought

am. She slid over to the

she reached the night stand

back on when she first got

bed, trying to find support

for support, some bills fell to

the job. Her boss was

so she could concentrate on

the floor in front of

extremely happy to have

the text message that

her. Light bill. Water

her on board.

read, "Team, we would like

bill. Cable bill. Car
note. Rent. Insurance. All

for you to welcome our new
"We are a small

General Manager of

past due. She is barely

company," he said, "we

Operations. He will be

able to eat on the salary she

can't afford to pay you very

reaching out to you

is being paid and the

much initially, and we

individually to introduce his

thought made her

certainly know that you are

role."

sad. Tears formed in her

worth more than we can

eyes as she realized that

afford. But, we have plans

she has officially hit rock

for you and we will revisit

what she'd just read. "I'm

bottom. She crumbled into

your salary in forty-five

barely making ends meet

a puddle on the floor

days."

because you couldn't afford

because the crying
magnified the pain. Just

She couldn't believe

to pay me my worth and you
Forty-five days came and

hired a new GM of

then, her cell phone

went but there was no

Operations!" she tried to

dings. It was the personal

salary increase, just an

say aloud, but the migraine

tone she set for anyone

increase in

wouldn't allow it. She didn't

contacting her from work via

responsibility. She also had

even have the energy to

text message. "Crap!" she

an increase in expenses as

throw the phone down on

thought to herself. She

she drove around the city

the floor so it just slid out of

blindly reached for the cell

for her employer, paid more

her hand. It hurt for her to

phone on her night stand

in tolls, and spent more in

be mad and she wanted to

and stared at the screen

gas. She shook off the

type a message back that

hoping her vision would

thoughts as they angered

told them all to go to

begin to clear. The light

her for feeling like she was

hell. She knew that they

hurt her eyes but, thinking

being taken advantage of

didn't hire him and pay him
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the pennies they paid

Human Resources, and

her. She also knew that

everything in between only

she was being underpaid

to receive that huge slap in

because she was a

the face just hours

woman. However, all she

before. After a few minutes,

could do, was sit there in

she heard the familiar

disbelief as tears streamed

ding. It was a text from her

down her face until she

boss that read, "Callie can

could fall back asleep.

you give me a call? I need

The Solar Republic

a proposal ASAP and you
At 1:30 pm, she was

are the only one that can do

awakened by the phone

it." She didn't

ringing. Feeling better, she

respond. Instead, she

sat up to try to find it still on

grabbed her computer off

the floor beside her. She

the night stand and looked

grabbed it and saw that it

for another job.

Space Travel Yoga
Pants

was her boss calling
her. Even though it was her

I hope you enjoyed the

day off, he called because

story. What will happen

he knew that she would

next? Check back next

answer, like always. She

Wednesday for more!

didn't. That must have
surprised him because he

Smooches and

called back two more times

carmLkisses,

to no avail. She stared at

Carmen

the phone, thinking of all the
ways she wanted to tell him

Carmen Hendrix is the

to get lost and take his job

author of When

with him. For months, she

Honeysuckles

had been the customer's

Fall and Eight

punching bag, the

Moments. Grab your copy

coordinator, the researcher,

at all major book retailers.
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Super soft, stretchy and
comfortable yoga pants.

Space Travel
Yoga Pants

Made with love in Los
Angelos!
• 82% polyester/18%
spandex
• Imported fabric that's
printed, hand cut, and
sewn in the USA
• Material has a fourway stretch, which
means fabric stretches
and recovers on the
cross and lengthwise
grains.
• Made with a smooth,
comfortable microfiber
yarn
• Inner pocket
• Raised waistband

The Space Travel
Yoga Pants are the
perfect way to travel
to your next yoga
class...or your
significant other's
mind. Super soft,
stretchy and comfy,
you'll love these yoga
pants!
To add to the fit, this
design is 82%
polyester, 18%
spandex, imported
fabric that's printed,
hand cut, and sewn
right here in the USA.

________
Why Are
Women
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Edition
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Only Old
Fashioned
When It
Comes to
Dating?
by Talk2

There's a lady who has
a crush on me. The
only reason I know this
to be true is because
her sister has told me
so. Although I don't feel
that her and I are a
match, I am honored
that she feels the way
that she does about me.
Guys like to feel wanted,
too.
This lady and I have
known each other for
about 10 years. We
used to work together,
but at that time I was
married. I'm guessing
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that's why she never
crowding my personal
circumstances. But,
gave any real hints that
space. Nothing.
when you mention
she was into me. Fast
"dating" to a woman,
Instead,
it's
the
same
ol',
forward to now with me
she's "old fashioned".
same
ol'.
being single and I've still
That's the one thing
yet to see any hints that
from 50 years ago she
In a country with so
she's into me.
decided to hold onto.
many single women
Why is that?
looking for men, why are
She smiles when she
so many of them hushsees me, laughs at my
Because for most of
hush
on
their
feelings?
jokes, but that's about it.
them, it fits their
A lot of ladies do that
purpose:
I probably know what
out of courtesy, if
you're thinking: "Well, Q,
If a woman is old
nothing else. But I
I'm old fashioned and I
fashioned, then she's
never get the impression
think that it's a man's job
not expected to "give
from her that there's
to pursue a woman."
hints" to a man that
more there.
she's interested. That
I can understand that,
I'm never going to say
also protects her from
but why are some
anything to her about it
being rejected.
women so up-to-date on
because again, I don't
everything else in the
If a woman is old
think we're a match.
world, but always old
fashioned, then she's
However, my whole
fashioned when it
not expected to pick up
curiosity behind her
comes to dating?
the tab on a dinner date.
crush is: will she ever
There are some women
50 years ago, a lot of
say anything or give a
who are in "whole"
women didn't work. 50
real hint?
relationships with guys
years ago, a lot of
Maybe her sister telling
and still won't pick up
women didn't go to
me was all some sort of
the tab every now and
college. 50 years ago, a
her master plan, but
then.
lot of women didn't even
shouldn't a lady do
own a car.
If a woman is old
something to show that
fashioned, then she may
Fast forward to today
she likes a guy?
demand chivalry despite
and all of that has
There's no serious eye
maybe lacking class
changed because
contact with me, no
herself.
women wanted to
touchy-feely, or
change their
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In a nutshell, being old
large, and mega.
fashioned allows her to
Yet our problems
say "oh, I'm just a
seem to not only
woman, so you need to
remain, but it
do this for me" when it
seems to increase
comes to relationships.
Yet, she's a man's equal
in all too many
when it comes to
areas and
everything else. And
locations. Now
some women are
could you imagine
running this mindset into
what would be the
the ground.
Contact: Author
_______________________
_______________________

If we're going
to be equals,
then maybe
we need to go
back to the
drawing board
on this dating
stuff and
update some
things.
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An Opus
of
Analogy
“For
Heaven’s
Sake”

by My Mind

We have one on
every corner, from
small, medium,

fall back if as
more schools
were being built
the literacy rates
decreased?
Sounds crazy,
well kind of what it
seems having
more churches
built with action of
what the true
missions are
decreasing,
people wake up
and apply what
you hear on
Sundays. Roll up
your sleeves and
put it action…it
may make a
difference.
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